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This thesis consists of three short stories dealing

with loss. "A Solemn Music" depicts Frederick's attempt to

maintain his comfortable life apart from Nature, which, in

the form of cicadas, is bent on moving him from his compla-

cency. "The Waker" explores Floyd's reactions to the death

of a girlfriend. "Appetites" relates the story of Allen's

encounter with a beauty pageant queen and his subsequent

attempt to begin a relationship with her.



A Solemn Music

Spring was a memory. The oppressive heat of summer

swallows up the prime days of spring and leaves them but a

sun-drenched dream between a cutting winter and a parching

summer.

Winter blanketed the country with silence, and often

snow. Summer brings raucous animation to the countryside,

its heat spreading over the land from east to west like a

tarpaulin spread over a floor furnace.

Summer's shimmering air transforms the mesas, the

distant, purplish mounds, into unsteady fata morganas, the

sienna hills dance on the horizon, and the shadowed banks

of arroyos appear and disappear at the sun's command.

The hot air amplifies the sounds of the summer days

and evenings. A truck, speeding down the highway, audibly

accretes hot asphalt on its tires, insects noisily propa-

gate, birds whistle, predators howl. Each growl or whine

drifts on rising air currents until only birds hear and

search the sky for leaping bobcats.

Frederick would have to take the cover off the air-

conditioner, wash clean the fiber pads on which water

collected, and knock the rust off the motor. The worst of

it was, he, with green plastic water hose in hand, would
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have to maneuver his bulky body up a ladder and on to the

roof where the air-conditioner rested against a metal duct.

Frederick swung the aluminum ladder up aginst the wall

and pushed himself rung by rung up the ladder. Ordinarily,

his rather large body insisted on being as near the earth

as possible; in this instance his body seemed impatient to

return to the earth with unseemly haste. Frederick gripped

the ladder as tightly with one hand as the squirming water

hose would allow and with the other reached for the lip of

the rose colored wall. Once on the roof he would be all

right. The flat roof of the stucco, adobe-like house was

just like a floor. As soon as his eyes lost sight of the

ground far below, his body would assume the roof to be the

earth, balance would be restored, and, duty done, summer

would be met with a cool whirring.

Pulling the ladder away from the wall he noticed a

small shiny object on the ground. He picked it up and

turned it over in his hand. He held it up to the sun. The

object was a small, clear wing which had been detached from

some insect Frederick could not identify. Outlined in a

coppery green, the wing was traced with veins of green and

black. Holding the tip of the wing to the bridge of his

nose, one eye closed, the other staring wide, he looked

through the veined material which glistened like a leaded

window opening on a minute, unknowable world.
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He rose from his easy chair, turned the record player

off, and carefully put the recording of the Brandenburg

Concerto No. 2 in its paper sleeve. It nagged at him

again, the realization that the air-conditioner vibrating

on the roof made listening conditions less than perfect.

With that mechanical hum cancelling out whole waves of

sound, he could not hear every note of the music as he was

accustomed. The score, unfolded on the music stand before

the green, over-stuffed chair, had been nearly impossible

to follow. He saw the notation, his mind filled in the

blank spaces with the notes he had heard all winter, but in

reality the electric hum masked most of the bass notes and

washed away the overtones of the violins.

What was the use of thousands of dollars worth of hi-

fidelity equipment if notes in the upper and lower register

were lost to the whine of the electric motor of the air-

conditioner? There was little he could do about it. Ear-

phones hurt his head, and the un-cooled house was unbeara-

ble. Nothing remained but to turn up the volume and strain

for the sounds he knew were there but which were lost to

the vibrating motor of the air-conditioner. Frederick

found he had to give up certain pleasures for a sort of

cool durance vile. It was a not unpleasant confinement,

but a confinement nonetheless.
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He swept back a curtain to observe the sun's progress,

but his attention failed to fix upon the scene outside--his

eyes were caught by light playing across floating dust

motes. The motes were particles of light. They seemed to

be sparkling bits of golden energy floating like the minia-

ture suns of a backwoods galaxy. He wondered if the suns

were graced with worlds, and if they were, did those tiny

earths spin to the stately hymn of the spheres--in this

case the hum of the air-conditioner and the echoing music

of Bach?

He realized in a moment of unguarded sympathy with

nature--the contemplation of the tiny stellar system and

its source of energy moving him to it--that he had not been

outside in nearly a month, not really outside. His encoun-

ters with the outside had consisted of scurrying trips from

front door, to porch, to car, to town, to grocery store, to

friends' houses, and back to his ranch. His encounter with

the sun-ruled world when putting his air-conditioner in

order was as brief as he could make it.

Heat might be the villain. No, he thought, it really

isn't the heat. He did not go outside even on temperate

days. He fussed over flowers occasionally, briefly super-

vised the boy from town as he mowed the lawn, and came out

momentarily to look at cloud formations, but he did not

much care for the outside. Pallid skin bore witness of his
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fondness for easy chairs and semi-darkness. The local

ranchers and farmers secretly despised his pale skin. He

could see it in the raised corners of their mouths when he

met them on the town streets. Frederick need not apologize

to himself or the old timers in town about his preference

for indoor life. Yet he always looked down at his ranch

boots with shame, for he knew he had never done anything to

deserve them--he didn't even know how to ride a horse.

But of course he was being romantic. The new West

needed no cowboy rites of passage. Saturday-serial Western

cliches had no place in a land run by agribusinesses and

supported by government handouts. He was not rich, not

even particularly well off, but he could buy out two or

three of those smug ranchers. Nowadays, he thought, money

is manhood.

Those dried out old tobacco spitters rolled across

their scrubby land in Ford pickups which bled country and

western music out the windows. Weeping steel guitars ac-

companied these men as they sprayed their cows for screw-

worms, wheeled their irrigation pipes and sprinklers into

new positions, and took potshots with 22's at jackrabbits.

What gave them the idea their lives were more interesting,

more fulfilling?

If Bach was not the music of the spheres, the glue

that held the universe together, what was? Certainly not
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Hank Williams. Frederick's universe was nicely container-

ized, and he liked Bach, so Bach would be the sounding beat

of his spinning universe.

But he could not convince himself he did not need to

see what was happening in the outside world. He wanted to

look, to hear. In many ways this life mured up in a cool,

dark house, electronic hum and music to keep him company,

was too peaceful to be anything but a dream. Yes, a dream

world ruled by a dead composer and the sound equipment his

music necessitated.

That evening he went to the front door. Frederick

looked out the peephole and saw the world squeezed and

stretched into that strange, paranoic world the fearful

often see. "Won't do." Just looking was not enough. He

had to, was forced to, experience all that the senses expe-

rience of the outside world on a summer evening.

The door popped open, the screen door swished out, and

Frederick issued from his dark home into the dying red

light of the sun hanging just above the scattered trees on

the horizon. Sweat immediately gathered under his armpits

and hung maddeningly over his upper lip. "One must sacri-

fice." He sat down on the steps of his porch and looked at

the withered flowers in the crumbly dirt of the front

flowerbed.

There was little to see now. The sun just tipped the
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scattered mesas with a red fire. As he stepped from the

porch and looked east around his house, he spied the moon

shining like a dog's yellow tooth. Scissortails swept by

in close pursuit of a small number of whistling insects.

Evening was the time to listen, not look. Atuned to lis-

tening, Frederick always met the dark with anticipation.

Finely trained ears more than compensated for the loss of

light. The porch creaked, grew silent, and he listened.

He heard nothing--he heard silence. That is, he heard

the sounds which gathered into a woven swatch of silence:

high-line wire wailing with power, cattle rummaging through

mesquite trees in search of bean pods, trucks whining down

the highway, crickets fiddling in the distance. He could

almost swear he heard the rasping of a cow's tongue against

the salt block far down on the arroyo.

And he heard more--he heard a faint dry clicking which

sounded like ancient castanets set snapping by withered

hands. It was a curious sound, somehow familiar; but

Frederick, search his memory as he might, could not make

his mind settle on one particular decade, year, day, or

moment when he had heard that sound. As it was, he drifted

off with aural memories--remembering the first radio show

he had heard; the sound of sirens at noon in his hometown;

the sound of whispering, just-kissed lips--these memories

revived, slowly clearing in him, visions which had accompa-
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nied the sensations--the mahogany radio, electric bulb

throwing patterns of light on the cloth-covered speaker;

the silver water tower, sun glaring from above; the girl

shrouded in darkness, moon hanging over the front porch.

Yet, no clue concerning that sound was cast from the flow

of memory into his consciousness; he did not know whether

he had heard that buzzing sound a dim childhood ago or in

the mountains at the opera a month ago.

He swept his head slowly back and forth, trying to

identify the point from which the sound issued. A desire

to tramp through the surrounding brush-covered land in

search of the source was discouraged by the seeming omni-

directionality of the clicking. It hung in the air, push-

ing against him as if it originated at all points of the

compass. One dry, snapping noise, and it floated around

him with no discernible source. He sat for a long time

before the sound quieted, ended. Relieved, he did not know

why, he watched the moon and listened to birds argue over

bugs. Perhaps, he concluded, the music of the spheres is

not Bach nor any combination of pleasant sounds composed by

man but must be the cacophony of a universe of sounds, Bach

being but one more harmonic element of that symphony.

That night Frederick slept under the hum of the air-

conditioner and dreamed of a shadowed moon skipping in the

dark.
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Having decided he had to water the roses, he found

himself kicking through the dry earth of the flowerbed.

Frederick spotted a yellow-brown lump of creation hanging

on a rose bush. He drew closer to it, and, as he did so,

he noted that the creature made no movements, did not stir

a leg or wave its proboscis.

He shook the brown branch to which the insect clung,

expecting it to scurry away. The segmented creature re-

mained still among the thorns. He squatted before the

multi-legged insect, examined it, noted the translucence of

the skin, and detected the slit running from the insect's

head to the middle of its humped back. This object was

nothing but an empty skin, a shell. Frederick was repulsed

deep inside; his mind regarded the unhealthy skin as a

thing touched by death. Rushing from his stomach, catching

in his throat, a feeling of unease rose.

Curiosity overcoming the irrational distaste for the

shed skin, he gently placed a thumb and index finger on the

shell of the insect and pulled it from the bush. The

creature which used to inhabit the shell had left an image

of itself formed of thin yellow skin: six legs, bulbous

eyes, broad head, two lumps along the back. These features

stood in relief from the skin. This was a sculpture, a

death mask.

He took the shell and grimly marched back into his
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house. He did not like the feel of the crackling skin

resting in the palm of his right hand. He placed the

insect's shell on tissue paper and laid it on top of his

chest of drawers. His loathing had increased, so he walked

away and told himself he would examine it closely later.

Unexamined, not even tentatively explored, the darkly

translucent skin lay on the chest of drawers. Frederick

averted his eyes every time he neared the chest. He found

it distracting to have to grope through his socks with his

eyes half opened. After several days the skin was covered

with a fine dust, as was the area surrounding it. His

original purpose in bringing this abomination into the

house was forgotten, and the original impulse, too, seemed

obscured by dust.

Frederick had received in the mail a rather large

boxed set of John Dowland songs for lute and recorder, and

he occupied himself in listening to every melody countless

times. As the days, somewhat tiresome days, arched over

the sky and squeezed into the desert to the west, he com-

mitted every swoop of the tenor's voice and every recorder

refrain to memory, and he found the desire to think about

the remains of the creature on his chest of drawers had

receded. There were novelizations, sent from an office in

Burbank, of low budget movie scripts to be written; there

were dull short stories to be penned for the better class
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of girly magazines; there were tired books to be reviewed

for the Sunday supplement of the state's only tabloid news-

paper; in short, Frederick found his mind tasks to keep it

from bending to the study of an unnamed insect.

On a rainy day--the sun had just broken into a large

cloudless clearing in the sky--Frederick sat at his type-

writer staring out at the droplets of water hanging on the

sagebrush. The droplets refracted the sunlight, and the

black clouds on the horizon, acting as a velvet foil,

converted it into a brilliant diamond light.

The very instant the sun, riding through the louring

clouds, had cut a swath across the earth, a raucous buzz

had risen into the air from several points in the distance.

He knew what the sound was, could not name the creature,

but he could ascribe the sound to a small number of crea-

tures of the same species as that buzzing, bodiless nonen-

tity he had heard days ago. Again his mind ranged over

memories in an attempt to name that somehow familiar click-

ing. His mind was no more successful than before. Again

his mind yielded up remembrances, but these were not such

pleasant memories this time. They were old, worn, used

memories. Every remembrance of past times seemed to remove

the original sensations a step further, seemed to use up

the emotion of the time a bit more. Eventually, he sup-
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posed, he would have dull, washed out pictures of the past

and no trace of actuality would survive.

The buzzing of the nameless insects outside his house

had continued for several days, and he wanted to see from

what object the increasingly detestable noise was coming,

so he slipped out on his porch one evening as the sun

settled on the horizon. Frederick managed to isolate one

of the sources of the noise. It came from an oak approxi-

mately one hundred yards from his house. Moving as quiet-

ly as he could, he made his way to the tree. To irritate

him, the creature stopped its dry rattling whenever he got

within ten yards of the tree. Unable to get near enough to

pinpoint in the tree the exact source of the sound, and

subsequently unable to spot the once shrilly sounding crea-

ture, he picked his way back through the sagebrush to his

house. As the dark came, the clicking decreased in inten-

sity and finally stopped.

Pausing to touch his roses, he made a mental note to

water the beds again and walked on toward the front porch.

Stopping on the front step, he pivoted on his heels and

returned to the flowerbed; there he saw a solid, black and

brown version of the empty-skinned insect which sat atop

his chest of drawers. Evidently a bird had pecked it for a

meal, and finding it not as appetizing as it looked, left

it for the ants.
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He found himself sitting up in bed. His stomach

muscles were rapidly clenching and unclenching in spasms.

His hands cupped and covered his ears. As his head cleared

of sleep, he could feel more than hear penetrating click-

ing. The castanets. But they were much closer and much

multiplied. The sounds were disturbing the way the distant

sound of an organ's bass pedals can be disturbing. They

shook the body physically and set the stomach muscles

quivering. The sound, barely audible, shook him as if some

electromagnetic field floated around him.

Frederick padded from the bedroom to the front door.

The morning sun had already made the day hot, and opening

the house to the outside world brought waves of heat along

with waves of an intense hum of insects. Hearing the sound

directly was not quite so unnerving as feeling it distant

and mysterious.

Cicadas. His mind had to stir deep into the stored

past to connect the sound with a physical cause. He had

not heard them since childhood. But after days of hearing

them and not knowing what they were, it had finally come to

him. The song of the bodiless insect belonged to a living

copy of the replicated creature resting on his chest of

drawers.

He remembered that there was something tiny and toy-
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like about that sound. It reminded him of toy cars and

trucks with whirring noisemakers designed to please chil-

dren's ears. Cicadas had pleased his ears at one time. He

remembered the BB guns they raised to fire, he and his

friends, running through the neighborhood from tree to tree

looking for them. He tracked them by sound, the buzz often

turning to a scream as they trotted after a wounded cicada.

As likely as not the cicada's wail dropped until nothing

but an accusative rattle of death was heard.

He closed the door. The first thing he did was look

them up in the encyclopedia. There, presented in their

colors of green, black, white, and brown, were the cicadas.

There the white globules of the eyes that brought a multi-

ple-imaged vision of their world. There the two thousand

species, the long years underground, and, of course, the

shrill mating call. The slightest air of decay hung just

beyond the polite words of the entomologist's article: the

years in the black earth; nymphal skins left hanging like

empty tombs; the final death, ending the brief life of the

winged adult.

Frederick set the leather-bound volume back upon the

shelf. Yes, he remembered the winged bodies. He remem-

bered the mating song which was woven through childhood

summers. That song had not been so piercing then. It

never before brought him from sleep with a start.
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In the days following, he found that the buzzing

disturbed his sessions of music listening little more than

his air-conditioner's hum. He was something of a purist,

but he was not above twisting the pre-amplifier volume knob

to meet the competition, whether it be the whirring of the

air-conditioner or the buzzing of the cicadas. He pretend-

ed he did not hear the rumble and distortion that came with

the higher volume.

Some days after he first awakened to the sound of

cicadas buzzing, he found that he had to nudge the volume

knob over another fraction of an inch. Between records he

could hear in the trees the hissing sound of the cicadas'

dry timbals. Now there were many more than he had heard on

that first day. It seemed to him that the earth must be

covered with them for so much sound to seep into his house.

He stepped on the porch one evening to see whether or

not the highway, the sagebrush and mesquites, and the mesas

were swaddled in cicadas but discovered that his fears were

fanciful.

That night he watched the moon climb through the

trees, the trees with a few dried cicada shells hung like

festive decorations of death. Frederick could see one

empty husk with dull moonlight streaming around it. He

ambled near the willow to see the moon and watch the light
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play on the yellow, hornlike skin. As he neared the tree,

a glistening reflected light, shining from a newly skinned

insect, shone near the deserted skin. Frederick backed

away from the willow, nearly stumbling when the back of his

heels banged against the porch steps. A fear of the small,

shiny insect he saw crawling along the bark had come over

him, as had the sensation that chill death had embraced him

from behind and now rested over his heart a fierce hand of

cold. He turned, banging his toes on the step, and strode

across the porch and into the house, where he could forget

death's embrace of the living and the sight of shiny,

crawling death.

The next day brought neither increase nor decrease in

the noise level of the cicadas' cries. Their mating call

never ceased. Frederick knew that outside his door unseen

battles, matings, and deaths were occurring. Had he been

able to, he would gladly have hidden from the activity

outside. The air-conditioner preserved him from the cut-

ting intensity of the mating calls, and the dark curtains

on his windows preserved him from the sight of the non-

human life flourishing in the dust and heat.

His music began to sound alien to his ears. One

afternoon Purcell's Faery Queen melted into a heap of notes

blatted by trumpets and screeched by violins. The notes

meant nothing. The music fell apart, leaving Frederick
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with noises which failed to cohere. Musical images floated

toward his head, but he heard them as meaningless, random

aural sensations. It was as if someone were trying to

communicate a foreign, guttural language to him, which he

could not begin to understand. He felt as if he were in a

dream. At any moment he expected to see the sounds he

heard become swarming creatures or savage colors.

Frederick took a valium and lay down upon his bed. A

headache pulsed above his eyes, and he could not under-

stand why music had ceased to exist for him. He could

remember a strange feeling of looking at a person and

seeing him as if looking through the wrong end of a tele-

scope. He could remember looking at printed words and his

mind failing to pull the letters together; they hung apart,

afraid to run together and form a word. Yet these fleeting

moments had passed. These were brief malfunctions of thE

sensory network. The brain had simply failed to sort out

the impulses fast enough. Now, though, he found that his

brain refused to arrange the sounds of what he knew was

music into what his brain accepted as music. He hoped that

sleep would wash this malfunction from his brain and he

would wake once more to a world ruled by Bach.

He awakened with evil dreams hanging above him, there

in his drape-darkened bedroom. Each time he looked at the

clock on the night table he saw that an hour or two had
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slipped by. Sometime, 8 p.m., he thought, he heard the

crickets outside the window trying to compete with the

cicadas' sound. The sweetness of the crickets' percussive

sound mingled with the metallic sharpness of the cicadas'

dry clacking, and the sweetness was overpowered by the

harshness, the oppressive hiss, of the cicadas' angry buzz.

At 5 a.m. he awoke--not in his bed. As he listened,

the crickets abruptly ceased to chirp. In the dawning

light a large creature stirred near him. It pecked at him,

and he crept forward. Uncontrollable thoughts flew from

fear of the gray morning world, to agony at his slowness of

body, to thoughts of a frenzied flight from the creature

hanging beyond the blurred edge of his sight. Belly cold

and tight with the prospect of death, he was washed in a

wave of despair. Scattered, broken thoughts were continu-

ally pulled around to a haunted desire to see the sun

before dying.

Frederick shook his head and saw that the walls of his

bedroom surrounded him, the clock hummed, the lamp was

easily within reach. His hand wavered drunkenly in the air

before the light snapped on and illumined the bedroom,

sending dark flying, taking the unease with it. A sadness

persisted, in spite of the realization he could see the

first hint of a pale light in the east. But the thought

haunted him: he had desired to see the sun, yet a sense of

failure lingered. It stayed with him--a sadness he could
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not shake nor explain. Soon the sun shone full in his

face, but darkness seemed to veil any feeling of security.

He made his way to the phonograph. The record was

Goldberg Variations, but he might just as well have lis-

tened to silence. He wept, standing in the middle of the

livingroom, in his pajamas, as the day began.

The easy chair comforted little. Frederick mourned

quietly and wished for sleep or unconsciousness. The sun

progressed across his floor. The air-conditioner continued

to cool the air.

Masked by the ranch house's walls, the sound of the

cicadas had hummed like distant high-line wires. In an

instant Frederick felt them vibrating in the air beside

him, could hear the singing of the multitudes. It did not

disturb him. The sun shone full in his face, and he could

feel the heat of the burning disk in spite of the leaves of

the tree. He inched forward and began to sing. He pulsed

with sound for seconds at a time, and each time the music

rattled to an end. Then he began it again. He felt the

others, the multitudes; their songs danced through the

trees, and he knew they covered the desert land and mesas

and even the land beyond the horizons.

Frederick stirred in his chair, and the vision ended;
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but the memory lingered. He had been crouching high in a

leafy vantage point. The countryside, alternately pocked

with arroyos and swollen with grassy knolls, could be seen

for miles around. He could just remember the compulsion

that whined within him as he looked across the land--he

could not still his voice for fear of a fruitless death: a

female must find him. The timbals on his belly heaved up

and down as he flexed, and his siren call rose over the

land.

The nagging vision was long in leaving. Frederick

stumbled into the study and began typing a wretched soap

opera of a novel just to free his mind of this obsession

that, like some underground creature, was trapped in the

walls of his mind by its crazy growth. Wads of paper

tumbled to his feet and piled up until ragged edges

irritated his shins where drooping socks left his skin

naked. After a time he stopped and surveyed his surround-

ings. He had typed ten pages of pink prose, the crushed

typing paper spread below his feet like a ragged field of

dirty cotton, and the thought of a future without music and

filled with strange hallucinations left him in despair. He

lumbered into the kitchen to make tea.

Days of numbed waking followed. Frederick shuffled

through the house as a ghost poised above the precipice of

Hell might move, full of tired dread for the future, swath-
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ed in supernatural silence. He slept, sometimes all day.

He ate without tasting. He sat for hours, motionless. The

visions came more frequently, and he found that the loca-

tion of the sun-drenched nightmares changed. One day he

could look down from an oak; the next day he saw the world

as if he hung upside down from a mesquite tree; another day

and he might view a copse of scrubby oaks from a stalk of

grass. Frederick had just about convinced himself he was

viewing experiences of life on another planet which had

somehow found their way into his brain, when, in a half-

doze, he had the sensation of being chased through the air

by a dark creature. He could feel and hear the buzzing of

stiff wings and, sounding loud above that, the caws of the

black shape flying so close behind him. Terror coursed

through his body, and he instinctively headed for a clump

of sage. Safely hidden, he saw fifty yards off the famil-

iar rose stucco of his ranch house. His body twitched with

the shock. His eyes fluttered open. He sat in the living-

room before the silent hi-fi equipment, his breath coming

rapidly. He could not get enough air. Shadows grew long

outside the window before he had calmed down and his breath

came easy.

He pulled his clothes off and rummaged through the

chest of drawers to find his pajamas. He was exhausted,
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tired of sleeping. But he had nothing else to do. It was

late night and one slept at night. That was exactly what

he intended to do. He opened other drawers in a search for

sleeping pills. It occurred to him that an overdose would

free him, that he could sleep and not wake up, but he

feared death too much to try that. It was the whole uncer-

tainty of the thing. He did not mind so much becoming part

of the great oblivion, but what if whatever was out there

was not oblivion?

As he closed the drawer his eyes caught sight of the

nasty shell of the long gone cicada resting on the tissue

paper. Setting his jaw, he picked up the nearly weight-

less, humpbacked shell and turned it over in his palm. The

two front legs were held under the head in a nearly prayer-

ful posture. The four other legs were thinner, longer and

more fragile looking. Again he turned it. The back of the

shell was split from thorax to proboscis. Bulbous, goggle-

like eyes were situated on the head just above the beaklike

snout. Antennae sprouted like tears below the eyes.

Through the opening in the crown of the head sprang fibrous

membranes from the interior of the shell. White and look-

ing like tiny threads, the fibers beggared explanation.

He looked down into the shell. The swirling patterns

and chitinous rings around the juncture of the legs and

abdomen, there on the bottom of the insect's interior, made

him queasy. The abdomen was shaped of rings which dimin-
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ished in size until tiny rings formed the pointed end of

the cicada.

The white fiber running through the inside of the

shell filled Frederick with horror. He could almost feel

the crackling struggle of the insect as it tore its new

body from its old. The newly-skinned cicada must have

pulled out of its thorax and crept forward on a twig to dry

in the sun.

Distaste crowding his mind, he smashed a fist on top

of the shell. The long abandoned skin dissolved and

mingled with the dust surrounding the area the skin had

occupied.

He slept fitfully that night. It seemed that he re-

lived his daytime visions over and over that night. He

heard nothing but sweet drumming calls, and his mind could

not ascertain whether the haunting music was part of his

memory or a sensation of the night air and its tangled

sounds and smells.

Frederick stood before the front door and eyed the

outside world through the peephole. The night was turning

gray. The sun would soon rise. He shivered, half from the

too cool air-conditioner, half from the terror that he was

jamming down inside himself. Awakened from his drugged

sleep by an angry buzz, he had searched in the dark for the
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source, his eyes narrowed against the thick blackness.

Something hissed between two lumps of darkness. Then came

a barely perceptible thump at the window. A yell of sur-

prise gurgled up from his throat as the sensation of paper

rubbing his thigh was followed by the scraping and grap-

pling of tiny sticklike legs. He leapt, crashed into

something, and a buzzing sound wound up around his torso in

wobbly loops. A large cicada brushed against his face, and

Frederick swept his arms before him to knock the insect

away. A backhand sweep smashed the cicada to the floor,

where it buzzed in distress for a time and then went

silent. Shaken, he had walked unsteadily through the dark

to the kitchen.

Now, with a glass of water in hand, he stood at the

front door. He considered the day to come and tried to

reassure himself that there was nothing unusual about a

cicada finding its way into his bedroom.

A spasm of shaking overtook him and he set the glass

down and hugged his shoulders to remind himself that he was

a solid, living human. He closed his eyes and waited for

an unearthly vision. None came. It occurred to him that

his mind might be setting itself aright--his sanity might

have returned to him. His stomach seemed to dance a queasy

dance, the thumbs draping his collar bones shook, but his

mind did not jump nor stutter between two realities, nor

leave his body.
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He wanted once again to set the tone arm of his turn-

table down upon a record and experience music without it

flying away in all directions and eluding his mind's at-

tempts to gather it in and form it into neat packages his

mind would understand. But he found he was too disheart-

ened to make the attempt. Knowing it would be the primary

test of his sanity, Frederick put off the moment which

could possibly force him to the conclusion that, in the

end, life was empty, devoid of any sensory experience which

could replace his music.

His hands slithered across his arms to find their

place upon the door as he leaned toward the peephole and

placed his eye over the hole from which the outside world,

tunneling in on a light beam, entered his unsteady world.

The little, pinched world was more real than his precari-

ously tilted world. And wasn't that as it should be? His

world, this inside world, was artificial; it was no match

for the reality of the outside. But his world had fallen

apart; the outside had intruded. The entrances and exits

of the outside world were not limited to peepholes and

windows. He was sure his mental state was testimony of

jealous nature's designs for the control of his private,

secluded world.

Moving to a window, he could see in the distance an

inky mesa of clouds. The sky was just turning from gray to
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blue, but above the far clouds the sky rippled a watery

green.

Silence. Slowly Frederick realized he did not hear

the rasp of one cicada. The world beyond his door was free

of rattling mating calls and drumming screams of death.

The cutting wail of life and death did not float above the

drowsy monotone of his air-conditioner's complacent hum.

His hands slid down the door and cupped the doorknob.

The humid air played around his body, then whistled away as

a chill wind swept from the bank of clouds which was pro-

ceeding toward his ranch at an ominous pace. Turning his

back to the wind, he pulled the door closed, the porch

creaking as he moved. He sat down on the steps. Frederick

watched the few trees in his front yard begin to ripple in

slow motion under the wind's impetus.

One, two, or three of the yellow skins he had seen,

but he had not seen the empty cicada shells clustered in

such numbers before. He had looked up from the steps into

the hanging branches of the willow just off his front

porch. The sight of the branches clotted with shed skin

repulsed him, yet it excited some darker part of his being.

He leaned forward to observe the yellow pattern the clus-

tered skins formed among the green willow leaves. At odd

intervals the tan branches, dried skins, and green leaves

mixed like threads of a grotesquely colored tapestry. The

skins were massed at certain junctures of sky and tree,
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adding that dead yellow color to the blue and green.

Why did they cluster together like that? he thought.

They gathered at one spot for a communal resurrection, a

communal gathering beyond the tombs of their shed skin.

Each cicada, sprung from the dark of the earth, had

gathered with his live brothers and settled next to the

empty husks of the cicadas who had gone on from the meta-

morphosis and left a symbol of death shining for their

brothers. He could envision hundreds, thousands crawling

from dead, brittle skins and drying new wings in the sun.

A rage grew inside him. He resented this multitude of

insects imposing its will on his life. Why had they chosen

him? Why his world? His friends in town paid no mind to

cicadas. Right now, he thought, cicadas are thrumming in

my friends' trees. They don't even notice the cicadas.

They don't even see the empty skins clinging to rose

bushes. Some boy wanders the alleys with a BB gun in

search of the noisy insects, but no one else even hears

them.

Frederick stood and flung his arms about in anger.

His hands became fists, and he started from the steps with

the intention of shaking both fists before the clustered,

dead faces of the cicadas. His steps shook white dust up

from the grass, and the dust settled to the ground around

his ankles as he stood with his face upturned toward the
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cicada shells.

"Leave me out of your nasty world! I want nothing to

do with your deaths or your burning lusts!" A dance, a

tantrum foot-stomping dance broke across his body. "May

the crows feast on you every day! May your children die in

the ground!"

He jerked as he felt something move on his face. The

sensation was that of something crawling across his fore-

head and dropping onto the bridge of his nose. Frederick

twisted away and saw that it was a willow branch stirred by

the wind. Feeling like the butt of a particularly disa-

greeable joke, he turned from the sight of the clustered

shells. And as he turned, a brown twisting movement pulled

his eyes to the left. A darkly translucent cicada shell

was spinning from the tree to the ground. He stepped to

his left and kicked the fallen shell to bits, and then he

ground it into the grass until the empty, phantom body

parts were scattered and reduced to yellow dust. The

unpleasant crackling sound of the shell's destruction made

him wish he had not crushed it.

More yellow skins dropped from the trees. He did not

bother anymore to torment the long vanished cicadas. No

matter that he seethed with a hatred of the cicadas. He

would not reach out to crush them. These skins were tombs

which had been vacated for a life of procreation and feast-

ing. Crushing their tombs meant nothing. Their true
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deaths would come, he was sure of that, relished the

thought, but not until they had sung, eaten, and mated to

excess.

The clouds that had been threatening in the distance

now hung above the arroyo and the scrubby oaks just beyond

Frederick's ranch house. The closer the clouds crept, the

darker they became. Wind whipped from them and scattered

gravel and dust across the grass. The willow danced a

stuttering step before the wind, the wind moving it in an

erratic rhythm, falling cicada shells punctuating each

move. Frederick's anger died within him at the sight of

yellow and brown skins falling from the sky like hail. A

shell hit his nose and rolled toward his lips. With a

thumb, he brushed away the shell of a cicada, a cicada

truly dead, dead now for a month, eaten by a bird, and he

bowed his head to stare at the grass filming over with a

dirty yellow color. The back of his head was brushed by

empty cicadas, and one small, brittle leg hung on his hair

by a dried spike. His hand flew up to clear his hair of

the skins.

With a salute he shaded his eyes, and he raised his

head to the wind. The cloud was haunching down on the far

bank of the arroyo. The trees seemed intent on evading the

cloud, their leaves and branches appearing to bend away

from the cloud in fear.
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The massive cloud dipped lower. A gust of wind kicked

toward t he ranch house, bringing with it an increased

agitation in the hanging willow branches, and a cloud of

yellow skins roiled briefly before his eyes and then pelted

him with some small force. Terror, blown by the wind, took

possessio nn of Frederick's body. Revulsion shook him. He

did not know what to do. He could not stand there quiver-

ing, yet he could not make his body move. He solved the

problem by sliding to the ground. He dropped slowly to

settle in the grass, dust, and cicada shells.

He lay under the willow and waited for death or some-

thing mjre terrible to come for him. Frederick was hoping

the awesome something did not come, for he feared it would

be a horrid, once dead thing.

Skins pummeled his body in fierce squadrons. But then

the wind stilled momentarily and only a few shells dropped.

Tepid rain splattered on an elbow. His head rested on the

left ch eek; his right eye remained fixed on the cloud

above. That eye began to roll wildly as a torrent burst

from the cloud, bringing a wash of rain mixed with a multi-

tude of dead and empty skins. His thought was nothing but

the interminable repetition of that ridiculous storm music

from Rossini's William Tell. Cartoon music.

Frederick did not move for several hours. His mind

had retreated to a numb world of the irrational. One part

of him tood tapping on his shoulder saying, "Come back,
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Frederick. Come back." He did not listen. Considering

his state, he felt he was better off in the numb world.

In this numb world, though, he found he was not alone.

The air was bright, brilliant. He looked down on a strange

scene from a great height. Below him was seated the most

magnificent, radiant being. Frederick could not identify

it, but he had a vague idea he was familiar with the crea-

tures massed in triple rings around the shining center. A

calm air possessed him as he inspected the bright, triple-

winged animals possessing men's faces.

And there surrounding the three rows of unearthly

beings was a numberless throng of golden cicadas. The

crystal antennae springing below their compound eyes were

not evocative of sadness. There was no sadness within the

light of that shining being.

Abruptly he became aware of the polyphonic motet with

its shifting aural textures. Each creature, each golden

cicada and each triple-winged burning one, pulsed with the

solemn music of the spheres. It was a grand universal

music. Grand enough to set the galaxies spinning at the

creation. Grand enough to sustain the harmony of the

universe's slow decay.

From his vantage point Frederick could hear and feel

the metallic pulse of the music, could feel contained in
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that sound the coldness of space, the emptiness of non-

being, and the fiery oneness of the shining, true Center

and Song.

But Frederick was aware that the only song he was

capable of singing was an out-of-tempo, off-key shadow of

the solemn, universal air--his was a song formed of

snatches from lifeless scores composed by moldering

artists. What the hosts sang lived. What he would sing

died in his throat.

Opening his eyes, he looked up at the trees and the

sky. The black clouds had moved on. A breeze stirred the

branches of the willow. He hesitated to look at the

ground, knowing numberless cicada skins would be lying

beside him. Had he been able to view himself, he would

have seen that there were piles of skins hugging the

depressions of his body, in his hair, and in the folds of

his clothes. When he did look at the ground, he saw only a

layer of cast-off cicada shells. A cool barrier stood

between him and the cicadas's world. He could almost reach

his hand into the curtain as if he were reaching into a

freezer compartment at a grocery store.

Rising slowly from the grass, he became aware of the

great number of skins which had settled on his body. He

shivered involuntarily, brushed the shells into the air,

and watched them fall to the ground. With a cautious eye
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he surveyed the piles of skin. Thoughts of concentration

camps flickered in his mind but were frozen against the

barrier. After all, this was nature's holocaust. It was

not a holocaust to the cicadas--only to him.

The silence seemed not at all preternatural. A part

of him understood that he should fear the absence of the

cicada song, should wonder what assualt nature would next

make upon his world. But Frederick was lightened, was

strangely tranquil. For no reason he could understand, he

ambled off in the direction of the arroyo.

He knew he should really be in his bedroom getting the

damp pajamas off his body, but he wanted to be in that long

gash in the earth. His houseshoes left damp prints in the

pebbly soil as he walked down the slope to the arroyo, and

the water in his black socks made alternately a sucking and

a moaning sound.

He stood on the sheer red bank and looked at the flat

floor. The rain had made mud of the arroyo's top few

inches of dirt. Underneath the mud, the ground was as dry

as ever. He stepped off the bank onto the muddy floor. Up

the arroyo, north, he walked, stopping occasionally to look

at a crack or a hole washed out of the earthen bank. He

thought that perhaps he would see where the long, eroded

gully ended or began. And as he walked he giggled. He had

indeed heard Rossini's music. He could hear music even
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now. Frederick was listening to Bach, humming Bach, as he

walked between the banks of the channeled earth.

But it was Bach transformed. He heard a strange choir

singing a Bach piece in a clear, metallic tone. Bird

cries, a distant cicada call, the whine of a truck, cattle

lowing, all these sounds could be heard floating above,

around, and through that solemn song:

"Alles, was Odem hat, lobe dem Herrn, Halleluya."

Frederick croaked the song to himself, his socks

moaning accompaniment, as he sloshed down the arroyo.



The Waker

The window reflected his face like a mirror. He

looked through his reflected outline at the darkness as it

descended on the town. The white skin of the townspeople

turned green under the streetlights; their dark clothes

blended into the shadows. Their activity on the street

slowed and stopped.

And the young people took to the dark. The streets,

washed with shadows cut out of the dark by vapor lights,

were slowly possessed by cars filled with teenagers. The

buzzing of tired neon signs accompanied the young people as

they made the rounds from the highway, passing through town

on main street, past the Post Office, and back up toward

the highway.

His eyes swept from his reflected eyes and caught

sight of a green pickup as it parked in front of the bank

on the corner. Another pickup, a beat-up red one, joined

the green one under the lamp on the corner. He could see

hands passing beer cans and cigarettes between the pickups.

The tops of the cans flashed with light when struck by the

lamplight. At odd intervals half a face and a longish nose

could be seen at the driver's window of the green pickup.

The girl in the cab did not bother to turn her head. She

seemed to stare straight forward into the glass front of

35
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the bank.

Directly, the green pickup's door flew open and Buddy

Price stepped out, walked around the pickup, across the

intersection, and into the washateria. Floyd could make

Buddy out as he skated across the linoleum floor toward the

back of the deserted building and into the toilet.

He marched back without stumbling, and Floyd realized

he had just started drinking. Buddy's proficiency at

drinking was well known throughout the town; he did not

begin stumbling and stammering until well into the night.

He would wind up out by the river with some girl at three

or four in the morning. The door on the right side of the

pickup would be open, the stereo whining Merle Haggard, and

Buddy stammering ghost stories at the girl, who would be

collapsed and half hanging out the door.

Floyd had been there. A beat-up Ford, full of boys,

sometimes nosed down by the riverside to see who was where.

He could close his eyes and see the riverside in the shad-

ows of the oak and mesquite.

On opening his eyes, Floyd saw Buddy's dark haired

companion turn her head toward him as he opened the door to

get back in. The cab light glared momentarily and revealed

sharp cheekbones, a small nose, and a long neck.

It was Jennifer. His stomach had tightened earlier

when Buddy's dark companion made familiar movements. Now

his muscles became rigid and a certain weakness seeped
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through them.

He had given her up long ago. She had drifted into

strange movements and strange thoughts. She had slipped

into a shadowy world, and she did not want to return.

When he saw her, he thought nothing, had no emotion.

A deadness settled on him. She was faraway, could not

touch him. His physical reactions to her nearness could

not lodge the idea from his head that she was some shadow

he did not care for.

From his great distance Floyd watched the pickup back

out into the street and head toward Haine's Supply Store.

The pickup would spend the better part of the night driving

up and down-main street. Quick trips would be made to the

roads outside town to swig beer. Floyd had no desire to

see that green pickup pass by the door every fifteen min-

utes.

He turned and padded through the white foyer, through

the semi-dark parlor, and into the office. He brushed past

the desk and sat down on the daybed. His eyes peered

through the doorway and into the glowing white of the lamp

perched on a glass table in the parlor. The green velvet

couch and chairs faded to black in the shadows made by the

lamp.

Floyd was lying on the daybed with an Agatha Christie
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paperback spread across his chest. The bright cover re-

flected a red pall over his throat and chin and highlighted

the prominent features of his face. His eyelids caught the

color and outlined his vision in an underlit glow. His

sight was especially funereal at the moment, as he was

staring at the dead and very black screen of a dead TV.

Floyd tiptoed out of the office, through the parlor,

down the hall, and into the bathroom in the back. The

toilet sounded through the expansive back part of the

building. He narrowed his eyes against the dark and glared

through the half-opened door into the dim world of shades

floating just beyond the bathroom. Floyd tiptoed back down

the hall and halfway across the carpeted parlor, with its

couches and lamps. On his right, the strangely lit doorway

of the repose room attracted his attention. A slight,

sparkling light hung beyond the doorway and beckoned seduc-

tively, calling him away from the decorator styled furnish-

ings, the couches, glass coffee tables, and the neatly

arranged picture books. A self-conscious grin crossed his

face as he wheeled about, crouched, bent at the waist, and

stalked into the inviting room.

At the end of the repose room rested a bronze colored,

metal coffin. One half of the lid was raised for the view-

ing of the occupant. Colored spotlights were trained on

the pallid, beatifically smiling face. Floyd crept beside

the coffin, being careful to stay out of the coffined
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body's line of sight, and straightened as if to slowly rise

above the edge of the coffin and peer into the face of the

dear deceased. Halfway through this motion he jumped six

inches from the carpeted floor. "Eyeee!" Floyd's breath

exploded in a hissing, falsetto whisper. His arms flew up

and waggled around his head.

He stood there with his jaw swung down in an open-

mouthed grin. He wondered what would happen if he had the

nerve to shriek. How delightful if his loudest scream

escaped the funeral home and some poor soul started from

sleep, dreaming of ghouls issuing from the calm of the

large white building.

He studied the light-bathed face, the artistically

brushed cosmetic mask, for surprise, a wink, or some sort

of acknowledgement. Floyd, suddenly embarrassed, in an

instant shut his swinging jaw; his teeth clapped together

in a grimace and his face melted to a puzzled look. The

right side of his mouth involuntarily rose in a half smile.

"My apologies," he said. "What I did was childish,

unbecoming of a professional." He bowed politely to make

amends to the corpse.

"Goodnight, Mr. Owens."

He shuffled away from the coffin and toward the

doorway. Halfway to the door he paused to tango with a

metal folding chair. With the chair pulled to his breast,
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his eyes half closed, Floyd swept among the folding chairs

set out in rows in an incontinent, though graceful, tango.

Had the chairs been sturdier he would have danced Astaire-

like across them.

He made it to the door. He considered kissing the

chair but put the idea from his mind, as it seemed a

cliche. Setting the chair aside, he cut the room lights

off. This left the coffin shimmering in colored spot-

lights. The satin lining of the coffin reflected tremulous

red light across floral wreaths of delicate spider mums.

Performing a small tap dance routine, Floyd dimmed the

tinted lights slowly to darkness. His dance continued a

few moments in the dim light of the repose room. Wishing

for his hat and cane he danced toward the nearest light

source, the parlor, and then on into the foyer.

It was time to close for the night. Floyd locked the

front door and turned off the porch light. As he looked

through the window of the front door at the darkness, he

noted that few cars remained in front of the washateria.

The green pickup sped by and an image hung before Floyd's

eyes for seconds after the truck was gone. He could see

the unlit face of Jennifer Hart twisted toward the funeral

home as if she were trying to peer into its insides.

Floyd turned from the glass and wandered through the

parlor and down the hall to the back door. He rattled the

door; it was locked. Floyd turned out the lamps in the
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parlor and walked into the office. He picked up his novel

from the desk and threw himself on the daybed with resigna-

tion.

He could not read, and the image of Jennifer's face

in the darkness of the pickup passed before him, staring.

He stared at the wall behind the desk, with its framed

licenses and diplomas hanging sedately on the wall. They

proclaimed the scholarly perseverance and physical dexteri-

ty of the mortician, Mr. Lawrence.

His eyes grew heavy, but he refused to look at a

clock. He simply got the pillow and blankets out of the

file cabinet. He would sleep in his clothes; he always did.

Pajamas were somehow inappropriate for a funeral home.

Floyd, though, did not go so far as to sleep in his Sunday

best, like the corpses.

He thought of himself as a waker, but he did not

actually stay up all night, just as he did not sit beside

the body and watch for signs of life. The ancients had an

aversion to burying live, though unconscious, people.

Nowadays, Floyd thought, if you aren't dead before the

mortician pumps the formalin in, you certianly are after.

Floyd turned out the light in the office and pulled a

blanket over his body. The funeral home was quiet. No one

tossed and turned in sleep. No one snored. This was one

of the safest, calmest places in town. He consciously
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crossed his arms in mockery of deathly poses, then dropped

his arms unconsciously to the more widely approved hands-

folded-across-the-crotch pose. His sleep held no dreams of

death, at least none he recalled.

Jennifer Hart was seen later that morning jumping out

of the cab of the green pickup as it stopped for the one

traffic light in town. She slammed the door and ran, in a

drunken way, down main street--a grimace of white teeth

flashing at the night.

Althea, the switchboard operator, saw Jennifer climb

into her car in front of the Post Office. She shook her

head as she watched the car speed south down main street.

The attendant at the gas station on the main highway watch-

ed the car's taillights until they went over a hill and

were gathered in by the night.

She wound up on a straight, paved road out by the old

cemetery. The fields to the sides of the road had just been

sown with wheat, and the car sped by acres of dark earth

marked with tire tracks extending to the horizons. The

headlights of Jennifer's car, beaming to the right, threw

two oblong circles of light upon the fields. The yellow

curve sign on the shoulder came up suddenly. The curve

seemed to come even quicker.

Jennifer watched the ditch, shining brightly in the

circles of light, fly up to meet her. She closed her eyes
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in resignation. The car crumpled around her as it hit the

ditch. The engine seized, became silent; the shower of

falling glass slowed and stopped; and the trunk lid slowly

rose to present a twisted trunk to the dark.

Jennifer was bent over the steering wheel, dead.

The sunlight ascended the front wall of the funeral

home. The light entering through the window of the front

door and the parlor windows grew brighter. Light washed

through the foyer, the parlor, down the hall, and into the

dark back rooms. The light ventured into the repose room

but was repelled by the utter dark. Floyd awakened for

moments when the sun scattered its rays through the beveled

glass of the office door. Covering his head with his

pillow, he returned to sleep.

Ten minutes passed before the office door opened and

Mr. Lawrence, dressed in the dark suit of his profession,

entered. Taking a seat at the desk, he drew a ledger from

a drawer. He adjusted his glasses and scanned columns of

figures.

Floyd sat up slowly, turned his head, and asked,

"When's Mr. Owens's funeral?" He did not bother with good-

days. That particular social amenity did not sit right

with him or his grouchiness. There was no use in proclaim-

ing the day beautiful if it had not been seen.
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Mr. Lawrence turned. "Good morning. I wondered if

you were getting up today. You better get roused and have

some breakfast." He said all of this with a smile calcu-

lated to disarm and reassure. At mortician's school, he

had worked with a mirror to achieve just the proper amount

of warmth. He really had worked hard for his diploma.

Floyd imagined Mr. Lawrence's head to be occupied with

a vision of a bereaved family shocked out of its grief by

particularly loud snores rising from the office. There

Floyd would be found sleeping as if among the dead.

Floyd smiled and pulled his socks and shoes on. He

folded the blankets and put them and the pillows in the

file cabinet. They were kept in the S-Z drawer. He

presumed them to be filed under z z z z. He opened the

glass door and entered the foyer. Pushing open the front

door, he called back to the office, "See you later."

"The Owens funeral is at three. Bennet conducting.

Should be a good service." Mr. Lawrence then turned to

find his schedule of the funeral and paused to look at the

printed announcements.

Shadows clung to the storefronts along the east side

of the street and would tarry there until the sun stood

above at noon. Floyd stepped across the street into the

shadows near the drugstore. May, working the soda foun-

tain, saw him briefly as the glass door swung shut and he
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fled from view behind the book rack, the only one in town.

He scanned the rack for new paperbacks. Had there been a

new one, he would have weighed it in his palm, noted the

price, and stopped just short of tasting the cover for

literary flavor. But not finding a book, he turned and

walked, head down, to the soda fountain. Floyd skimmed

across several stools before settling on a middle stool.

He swiveled back and forth in a small arc and stared at the

red countertop.

"Coffee?"

"No, thanks. How you doing today, May? It looks to

be a pretty day."

"I hear poor Mr. Owens's funeral is today. He could

sure do with some good weather. I guess he just couldn't

live without his wife. Have you heard which one of the

chidren gets the farm?"

Floyd wanted nothing to do with the funeral trade at

that moment. He had walked a bit, felt revived, and had

his mind set on enjoying the day.

"Oh, May. I don't want to talk business. I'd rather

hear how Janet's doing. Does she like college?"

"Well, she's just looking for a husband. Just chases

men. I do hope she gets a man like dear Mr. Owens. So

industrious. So devoted to his wife. But such children.

Oh, children can just ruin you. Look at the way they're

lining up to fight over that farm."
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There was not much else Floyd could talk about. May

kept wheeling the conversation back around to the funeral

of poor Mr. Owens, and his children, and the fight over the

farm, and would Deacon Anderson show up for the funeral.

May would talk pleasantries about her daughter some and

then there she was right back to poor Mr. Owens.

"What time is the funeral?" asked May.

"Three."

May talked on. Floyd performed the required nodding

and grunted the required unhuh's. He was delivered when

Mac and Raymond sat down for coffee. He nodded at them,

and they asked how business was.

"You want to talk shop? I'll talk shop."

He said the funeral home was cashing in on everybody's

chips. He added that if he had to stay up with anymore

corpses, he was going to catch his death. Further, he was

at the end of his rope with overwork. He said he would

probably die in harness--be found dead on the daybed and be

laid to rest in a convenient casket in the back.

Raymond smiled. Mac's dour look would not budge. His

spring harvest had been thin, and he was sure the morning

survey of his land was going to bring new disappointments.

"Come on, Mac," said Floyd. "Give us a grin. You've

got a leg up on all the dead people in the world, no matter

how your farm's doing."
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Raymond laughed and said, "You ever catch that bird

you were after?"

"The one with the sad sort of sound?" said Floyd.

"Mourning dove, probably," said Mac.

Then Floyd began to tell them about the other day and

the recordings he had been gathering north of town in the

sagebrush covered hills.

"Somehow that dove keeps slipping away without me

getting it on tape. Two times my batteries gave out.

Another, somebody's Massey-Ferguson kicked in just at the

wrong time."

He thought he was boring them, but he enjoyed boring

people with talk of one of the more pleasurable parts of

his life. They did not understand his recording. They

just humored him and his eccentricities. But he was one of

them, and they were not going to treat him differently than

any one else.

Sheriff Tom Sutton opened the tinted glass door and

walked over to take a seat on a stool between Floyd and the

two coffee drinkers. Sutton took his cigarette out of his

mouth and looked over everybody in his immediate vicinity.

Then he looked up at the yellowed menu tacked to the wall.

"Coffee. Just got through going over a wreck south of

town," he said to nobody in particular. "Jennifer Hart

managed to get herself killed. Out on the old cemetery

road, there where that tight curve is."
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Floyd's facial muscles tightened. He looked up at the

wall, stopping to stare into the Orange Crush clock.

Sutton continued in an even voice, "Don't know whether

she was drunk or not. Somebody said they saw her last

night doing a little drinking. I couldn't see no other

reason for her to go into that ditch. Autopsy'll say for

sure. Don't know what she was doing out there by herself."

Three of the people sitting there reacted with dis-

belief. Floyd believed. Floyd knew. And yet, he would

not let her go.

May immediately looked over at Floyd. "I am so sorry.

I really didn't expect anything like this. What will we

ever do without her?" She stopped talking at the sight of

his empty eyes. She made a movement to reach across the

counter and touch his hand, but faltered.

Floyd said nothing, could say nothing. He was lost to

the waking world.

He remembered her face, shadowed, twisted toward the

funeral home, staring from the pickup. She was peering at

him.

Mac and Raymond talked in low, embarrassed tones.

Sutton walked out the door. May busied herself at the cash

register but 'kept an eye on Floyd. He sat lost in thought,

staring at the cardboard display of ancient pocket combs on

the wall.
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He rose, his walk mechanical as he pushed open the

glass door. He stood on the sidewalk. His eyes burned

with the morning sun's reflections, but he made no move to

shield them. His body felt dulled. Home was all he could

think about. He wanted to get there, to sit down.

May watched him from inside the drugstore. She shook

her head and wondered what would become of him.

He came home to light when he wished to come home to

dark. Sorrow should be nurtured in blackness, yet Floyd

stumbled into a house throughout which the sun radiated a

brilliant yellow. The east windows admitted gold light

which brightened his worn and scruffy house into a shrine

to sweetness and light.

"Please, God," he begged, "let there be dark."

But the sunshine streamed in. The aluminum panels of

the tape machine in the dining area glowed a vibrant

silver. The ancient, flaking leather of the Fender ampli-

fier looked like velvet. The ivory plastic keys of the

various instruments, made soft by the light, were a pleas-

ant cream color.

Floyd stepped across the multi-colored cable taped to

the carpet and walked back to the kitchen. From the re-

frigerator he took a can containing two swallows of flat

coke; from the cabinet he got the makings of peanut butter

crackers. As all the dishes were piled in the sink, dirty,
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he took his knife from the scabbard clipped to the back of

his belt, next to the hand-tooled Floyd, opened a wide

blade, and spread the peanut butter across the salted side

of a cracker. The coke had a sickly sweet taste in his

throat.

The bedroom had thick, formal-looking curtains he had

scrounged from a garage sale. Now they were drawn together

to keep out the sun. He sat on his bed in the glow of a

vanilla candle and blew in the direction of the flame to

make it gutter and transform the dark shapes huddled around

him.

Darkness enveloped and penetrated the house. Floyd

stretched his long body and got up from his bed. He had

slept the last few hours. Sitting or lying on the bed all

day, he had remembered Jennifer. He thought perhaps there

was some inviolable law which forced one to spend the last

shared hours of someone's life in a trivial encounter or

even forced one to spend the time in hateful argument. For

he and Jennifer had fought over whether she truly knew the

lyrics to "All Along the Watchtower." "Businessmen they

drink my wine, come and dig my earth," she sang. But

Floyd knew it was "Plowmen dig my earth." Before he could

get the record on the turntable to prove to her the superi-

ority of his memory, she was gone. She had said, "We can't
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see eye to eye on anything." She had left and never come

back.

She changed as he watched from the sidewalks, from

cars in the street, or from the funeral home. The night

she raged and threatened to throw her shoes through the

plate glass window of the washateria, he sat on the

sidewalk outside the door of the funeral home and stuffed

bubblegum in his mouth. When she and Franky went to the

river for some liquor and lust, he hid inside with the

other dead bodies and watched TV. He disengaged himself,

floated free above the pain.

That was it. He would care no more. The black hair,

the long neck, the slim body. Not his. And not hers.

God's or the devil's, but not hers. Certainly no longer

his.

He stood in the livingroom, staring into the darkness.

He clicked on an amplifier, punched on the taperecorder,

and picked up the guitar with the body of carved blonde

wood.

On the tape was a slow blues in E. The sound of black

pain rolling from the speakers was enveloped by the night.

His face outlined by the glow of the tape meters, Floyd

added his silver wailing to the darkness.

The dolphins were blue on top and silver on bottom.

They broke the surface and squealed with delight. He stood
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on a yellow, rubber raft.

In his hands was a new and shiny electric guitar with

a yellow cord trailing off the raft, dipping into the water

and reemerging to join the strange underwater amplifier

floating several yards away.

Floyd plucked a string and below the surface of the

water he heard a bubbly roar of sound. He clamped his

thumb harder on the neck and bent the string with his

fingers to modulate the roar up a quarter tone.

The doLphins went wild. Thirty, a chorus, jumped out

of the sea and stood an instant on their tails. With their

falling motion the line of dolphins backed away from the

raft, their voices raised in approval and adulation.

"Boffo! Grand entertainment. Four stars," the dolphin

trade papers would say the next day. "Floyd Michaels can

play with the best of them. Ranks with the virtuoso Blue

Whales of the pre-man era."

He was starting to blister, but he did not notice, he

was so busy thinking what note to pluck next. Are they

ready for chords? he wondered. A tentative C chord stran-

gled in the water, the six notes merging into one dull

boom.

The waters were still. Then a beak rose slowly and a

dolphin fixed him with a critical eye. Floyd turned a

shade redder under his sunburn. He shrugged. The dolphin
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laughed and disappeared.

Floyd rapped on the veneer of the front door while he

held the glass storm door, monogrammed with an etched L,

open with a foot.

"He's in there watching some awful TV show," he said.

Mr. Lawrence came to the door after Floyd resorted to using

the doorbell. The chimes were still resonating through the

hall as the funeral director swung open the door.

"Floyd . .let me extend my sympathy." His tone was

warm, if perhaps too even and professional.

"Look, don't feel sorry for me now, Mr. Lawrence. I'm

too numb for it to mean much. I expect in a couple of days

is when the real pain hits. That's when I'm gonna need

understanding."

"Thanks though," he added.

"Well, come in, Floyd," said Mr. Lawrence.

The two men walked into the livingroom. Mr. Lawrence

flipped the light switch as he walked by. Floyd could tell

the room's stillness was not often disturbed. In the den,

the TV continued its monotonous commentary.

They sat down.

"Now what's on your mind?"

"It's pretty simple. I figure you have Mr. Sarvis

sitting with the body tonight.. . . .1

"Yes, we've already done the prep. . . ." Then Mr.
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Lawrence remembered he was not talking shop with one of his

body watchers. Floyd immediately pictured the preparation

room and its channeled, stainless steel slab.

"Her boss picked out a silver-colored coffin today.

Now she is ready for viewing."

Floyd was thinking, "If her eyes were open, that silver

would bleed into her gray eyes. You need a nice contrast.

Bronze or dark wood."

But he said, "I want to sit with her tomorrow night."

"I wouldn't ask you to do that."

"I know. That's why I'm here. I'm asking you." And

Floyd was thinking, "Her dark hair is spread out against

that ghastly pink taffeta."

"You'd be better off not having to be around her for

the better part of a night," Mr. Lawrence was saying.

"I figure it will be a release. It'll be cathartic."

He imagined himself hugging the stiff body to his chest and

wailing, the tears washing across her made-up face like

water streaming down a watercolor.

"There's something unnatural about it, Floyd. I just

can't let a girl's old boyfriend attend her body. It's

unseemly."

"Mr. Lawrence, I don't even understand that word. I

just have this numbness and I want to be near Jennifer.

What's seemly doesn't matter. This is the girl I knew--
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intimately."

"But don't you see," said Mr. Lawrence, "that makes

it even odder. You wanting to do something as strange as

sit with the body of someone you loved."

"But it is so right. It's a gesture. It's a way of

saying 'I love you' . . .I don't know. It's just what I

have to do."

"I'd rather you didn't."

Floyd could see he was not going to get anywhere.

Unseemly, in this town, was enough to forbid a harmless act

of forgiveness.

"All right. I won't ask again." He stood and walked

through the door and toward the entry. Mr. Lawrence fol-

lowed, saying, "I don't want you to hurt yourself anymore

than you've been hurt already. Doing what you want to do

will cause more harm than good."

"All right, Mr. Lawrence."

"Here, let me turn on the porch light."

Floyd smiled, "No need. I'll be all right. See you

later."

Mr. Lawrence stood at the door looking after Floyd as

he walked into the darkness. Then he returned to his easy

chair and the TV.

The next morning was as full of sunshine as the one

before. Floyd hated the day and wished a line of black
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clouds would roll in and wrap the town in darkness until

Jennifer was covered with six feet of dirt. He remembered

the time at a graveside service when a malignant raincloud

darkened an old gentleman's funeral, dampening sad souls

with rain and strewing flowers across the farmland border-

ing the graveyard. That's what was needed, a desolation

brought by nature to match the emptiness in his heart.

He walked into the funeral home as casually as he

could. Mr. Lawrence was in the office worrying his books.

"Hello. Pat in?"

"Yes, he was in the back last I heard. You look

tired. Have you been sleeping?"

"Some. But it hasn't been particularly good sleep.

It's nothing a three-day snooze wouldn't cure."

Floyd waved a hand and walked into the parlor on his

way to the garage in back. He passed the open door of the

repose room and out of the corner of his eye he saw the

silver casket. It was open and a shape with dark hair was

lying there, lights beaming on it, throwing it in sharp

relief.

He moved on rapidly. Pat would be in the garage,

probably polishing the limousine or checking the oil of the

hearse.

Floyd stepped from the back room into the garage.

"Hey.t" Pat called. "Glad to see you." He mumbled,
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"I'm sorry about Jennifer. . .1.

As he shook his head sadly, his long hair brushed

his shoulders. Pat had graduated from embalming school

with honors, but he did not have the social aspect of

funeral directing down quite as well as he did the mechani-

cal.

"Pat, I've got a favor to ask you. I want to borrow

the hearse and you."

"When?" Pat said, brushing the hair from his fore-

head.

"Tonight."

Pat looked a question at Floyd. Floyd just smiled.

Floyd spent the remainder of the day north of town on

the sloping hills covered with wild grasses and patches of

sage. He tramped toward an abandoned farm, which was no

more than a leaning shack near a windrow of trees in the

midst of the uncultivated land that was once plowed by its

ghostly tenants. In his hand Floyd carried the portable

cassette recorder with which he made his environmental

recordings. He was gunning for the mourning dove, though

he decided he would be happy to get the keening wind if it

stirred any on such a sunny day.

He turned up nothing of any significance, as he

already had recordings of every insect native to the

region. All he heard was an occasional feeble call and
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response of crickets.

"You're making enough noise to wake the dead."

"Floyd, you are terrible," whispered Pat.

"I couldn't resist that one. I've always wanted to

say it to someone."

Pat knelt before the rear door of the funeral home

trying to find a key or a keyhole in the dark. Floyd stood

watch, paying particular attention to the nightwatchman's

car pulled up beside the washateria. Floyd was sure Mr.

Phipps was in the car asleep.

"Come on, Pat. If Phipps gets a call. . . .

"He'll probably snore through it. Or if he does wake

up, he won't be looking over here for someone breaking into

the funeral home."

Floyd bent down beside Pat.

"What seems to be the problem?"

"I can't figure out which is the right key. I've got

three keys for the doors here," answered Pat.

"Well use the flashlight."

The beam flashed on a reddish hand filled with keys

and then disappeared with a click. A key slid home. The

door creaked open.

They crept in and pulled the door to.

"Next?" asked Pat.
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"Jennifer."

With as little noise as possible, the two young men

walked toward the repose room, being careful not to wake

Mr. Sarvis, who was sleeping next door in the office. A

nervous laugh occasionally broke the quiet, as they walked

toward the coffin. At one point Floyd had to stuff a fist

into his face to keep from laughing out loud because Pat

fell over a chair, cursed, and said, "Some chair goosed

me."

The spotlights flared with reddish light, throwing

deep shadows across the room.

"No, Man. Turn that thing off," Floyd said.

"We got to be able to see to close the casket."

"I don't want to see her."

"I thought that was the whole purpose of this raid."

"Yeah. But that doesn't mean I want to see her now.

Not here, anyway."

Pat, with tenderness and expertise, pulled the lacey-

looking, taffetta flaps from the lid and sides and gently

stuffed them into the casket. The propped up lid was slap-

ped from its upright position, deftly caught, and lowered

closed with solemn care.

Floyd twisted the dimmer switch to cut off the lights,

and Pat turned on the flashlight. They pushed the silver

coffin on its skirted trolley up the aisle and through the

door. With a minimum of cursing they got Jennifer's casket
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back into the garage, opened the hearse's door, and slid

the box along the floor's rollers until it bumped into

position.

"I'll get the door," said Floyd, turning the handle

of the garage door. He gingerly slid the door up, while Pat

started the hearse and inched it out onto the street. They

drove without headlights for several blocks, the street-

lights supplying light.

At Floyd's house they had to pick the coffin and its

trolley up off the yard and carry them across the porch and

into the front door. It was a job best suited for three or

four men. But they managed well enough.

"Where do we put the--ah, the body?" asked Pat.

"Right here in the livingroom."

They sat the casket down and wheeled it up against the

wall. Pat reached over and started to lift the lid, but

Floyd shook his head.

"Let me do that, okay? Go to the ice box and get

yourself a coke."

When Pat came back into the livingroom, Floyd had the

lid open for display.

"She looks pale without the spotlights," said Floyd.

"Yeah. Well, ideally, the repose room is the best

place to view the deceased. Mr. Lawrence says home ceremo-

nies aren't the best way to go," answered Pat.
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"I can see that. No lights, no place to sit. But

when I die, I'd just as soon they bring in a pine box, prop

me up in it, and leave me here in the livingroom. Of course

nobody would come pay their respect."

"I would, Floyd."

"Thanks."

"I'm going to just go now. You'll be all right?"

"Sure," said Floyd.

"What time you want me back here?"

"Four-thirty or so. We don't want to scare the milk-

man, tearing around in the hearse."

After Pat had gone, Floyd paced the floor for a time.

Then he paused before the waxen face, framed with shiny

black hair, recessed in the pink interior of the coffin.

He touched Jennifer's left earlobe tentatively, as if

he feared she might stir. When she made no response, he

laid a palm against her cheekbone and felt the cold. He

remembered she had no blood in her veins, only formalin.

He picked up his guitar, turned on the amplifier, and

reached for a minor chord. But somehow the dirge he

intended to play turned into a minor blues.

In his mind he swore that if he could not play a dirge,

he could at least lay down the saddest blues ever played.

And he did just that.

The last time he had really seen her had been a year
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ago, after their argument had made their incompatibility

obvious. Everyone in town knew about her mother's cancer,

and everyone in town knew that Jennifer wanted no help.

Most people did not even expect to be let into the house to

serve the customary family meal on the day of the funeral.

It made no difference. After Jennifer's mother died there

was only Jennifer, and she would not need a table full of

ham, chicken, and potato salad.

Floyd woke up the day her mother died with the memory

of a sad dream. His dream self had felt Jennifer's love as

if it were a tangible thing. The love in his dream was

much more vivid than the withered love he could remember.

He had made brownies. That was the only edible pro-

duct that had ever come out of his kitchen. He did not

mind eating singed or partially raw food, but he knew

Jennifer would smile politely and, when he left, take

whatever dish he offered and feed it to the dog. But his

brownies were safe, if for no other reason than they came

out of a box and the only way to ruin them was to burn

them. He did not burn brownies.

She let him in. He was not surprised to hear that her

mother had died. He was surprised when Jennifer reached

her arms around him and held him for a time. After he

brought the brownies in from the car, she looked at them a

minute before tears began to slide down her cheekbones.
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That day had been an interlude in their separation.

Nothing more.

He swam with the dolphins. They considered it great

sport to glide up and dig him in the ribs with their beaks.

When he dipped under the surface he could hear Beethoven's

Ninth Symphony rippling in subaqueous glory. As it turned

out, the dolphins much preferred recordings of the classics

to his tentative thumpings on the electric guitar. It was

little trouble to run a tape recorder through his ampli-

fier. The dolphin headlines had raved for weeks about the

greatest music ever composed by a human.

He was outclassed as a composer and performer. So he

had effectively retired. He was, however, a national,

actually a sea-wide, hero. Liberator of underwater music,

Prometheus of the dolphin race, the Venerable Floyd.

"Take it easy. You're going to hit something."

"If I only had some light, some sort of target."

"Stop the hearse," said Floyd, "I'll guide you with

the flashlight."

Floyd stood in the garage door and shined the flash-

light on the rear of the hearse as Pat backed it up. Pat

cursed the light blinding him in the mirror. "Can't he

just aim the thing at the garage?" he thought.

Pat and Floyd slid the coffin out of the hearse and
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set it on the trolley. The noise of the wheels rattled

through the garage as they rolled it across the concrete.

The sound settled to a hum as they wheeled it through the

backroom and hall. Floyd guided the rolling coffin, two

fingers clutching the flashlight, its beam wavering from

wall to wall. The two young men slowed as they entered the

sitting room. Mr. Sarvis was sleeping soundly in the

office and they wanted him to remain so.

They repositioned the coffin, switched on the spot-

lights to assure themselves Jennifer's face would be

highlighted, closed the lid of the casket, and turned off

the spotlights. Floyd wished he could think of some

dramatic gesture he could make which would symbolize his

feeling of loss. But he realized he would not do it with

Pat present even if a gesture came to mind.

They walked out through the garage door and pulled it

to behind them.

"Thanks, Pat. I owe you one. If you ever need

anything, let me know."

"Well, she was your girl. I understand." That was

enough for Pat.

"Once she was. I don't even know who she was the last

year or so," said Floyd.

Pat just shrugged, "It's funny how people can change

like that."
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"Ain't it though."

He had cut himself shaving. That always happened on

important days, days when he wanted to look better than the

seedy character he sometimes thought he was. A red line of

coagulated blood ran a half-inch along his jaw line near

his earlobe. In his dark suit, which he had not worn in

years, he would not feel as if people were staring at his

jaw. He thought for sure they would be too busy marveling

at him dressed like a dandy to note the cut. He fingered

his jaw as he climbed the concrete stairs.

The First Baptist Church was a relic of pre-World War

II architecture, the terror of old people for its steep

stairs. The stairs climbed the front of the building to

the entrance between the white concrete columns of the

porch on the second floor. Floyd always pitied the pall-

bearers who had to haul the coffin up and down those stairs

before and after the memorial service. When an old man or

woman died and it looked as if a majority of the funeral

goers would be old, Mr. Lawrence often insisted on holding

the services in the funeral home. He combined the repose

room and the sitting room to make a tolerable chapel. At

these services the crowd usually consisted of a small

number of old people mourning the loss of a contemporary

and wondering if perhaps more people might come to their

funerals.
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Floyd slipped in the front door and eased around to

the stairway which led to the balcony. He did not expect

anyone to be up there, and he was right. Looking down on

the congregation, which was small, he tried to determine

who came out of sympathy and who came to see how the

preacher would handle the service of a girl who died drunk

behind the wheel of a car. The teenagers in the corner,

excused from school, were at the funeral because they were

fascinated by Jennifer--abhorred her or secretly envied her

freedom. Floyd watched them writhe with the pain of

propriety. They relieved themselves by whispering and

shooting knowing looks at each other.

The choir, made up of farmers and housewives, sang a

couple of dreary hymns about the land where we'll never

grow old. Jennifer's boss, Mr. Carver, gave a eulogy,

saying what a good worker she was, reminding the mourners

of all the hardships she had endured the last few years.

Mr. Carver praised Jennifer's devotion to her cancer-

stricken mother, mentioning in passing the fact that he had

given her a leave of absence to tend to her mother.

Next, the preacher's son stood behind the pulpit and

delivered a wobbly special song. He had a mournful look

pasted across his face, which changed to a little smile of

satisfaction at a job well done when he turned from the

audience and walked back to the pew to sit by his father.
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"0 death, where is thy sting? 0 grave, where is thy

victory?" the preacher said seconds after bounding to the

pulpit. His mournful look melted into happiness as he

said, "We have the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ!"

"I don't want to make Jennifer's death seem less

tragic than it is, but death is an entryway into eternity.

It is the threshold of heaven and hell. Death is only

tragic for unrepentant sinners." With this the preacher

stepped back from the pulpit and looked pointedly at the

teenagers in the corner. Then he looked up toward the

balcony with an air of pensiveness. He must have been

wondering in what condition Jennifer had crossed the

threshold. After all, she did run around, and she did

drink to what many people would say was excess. It would

seem she stumbled drunkenly through that entryway with a

confused mind and watery eyes. Fortunately the choice as

to which way one went after death was made during life, and

the preacher felt sure there was someone on the threshold

to direct those of clouded mind to their proper destination.

"So take warning in my words. Don't step through the

door of death unprepared. You will live after you die.

Yes you will."

But he never said one way or the other where he

thought Jennifer had wound up. Perhaps this was because he

could remember a teenage girl with gray eyes and dark hair
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who sat at the back of the church on Sunday mornings and

passed notes to dark suited farmboys. The preacher was

inclined to give her the benefit of the doubt, though his

silence on the subject led many of those present to believe

he thought she had died unforgiven. She certainly died the

death of a profligate soul.

Floyd watched the pallbearers, several old deacons in

dark suits and a couple of sleekly suited football players,

carry the coffin down the steps.

The irrelevant thought struck Floyd: "Someday one of

those old men is going to stumble and catch a coffin in the

chest."

Mr. Lawrence opened the dark back door of the hearse,

helped the pallbearers slide the coffin onto the rollers in

the bed of the hearse, and, once the coffin was properly

stowed, gently closed the door behind. He then walked over

to where Mr. Carver was puffing cigarette smoke into the

air and extended the right hand of Christian solace. Mr.

Carver, momentarily confusing the funeral director with

the preacher, whipped the cigarette from his mouth and

attempted to hide it behind his back, while his right hand

jumped out to meet Mr. Lawrence's hand. The funeral

director expressed his sympathy and regret about the loss

of Jennifer. Mr. Carver said, "Yes. Isn't it sad? Emily

Rae went in such a pitiful way and then Jennifer just
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followed her."

Floyd stood on the steps watching Mr. Lawrence

orchestrate the smooth working of the funeral. The only

one who could run a social event smoother was Peggy, the

florist. She ramrodded weddings as if she had been there

when the first vows were said. Mr. Lawrence had the score

memorized after many funerals: Make sure the pallbearers

get the casket in the hearse without dropping it, and shake

hands with the primary mourner (or mourners) and explain

what the next step in the process is.

Buddy Price shambled up to Floyd. He wore a violent

plaid suit, cowboy boots, and a white straw hat pushed back

on his head to let the curls on his forehead breathe.

"Boy, I'm going to miss her. It's like she ain't even

gone. I expect to see her ever time I go around the

corner ."

Floyd shrugged. He knew good and well she was gone.

There was something final about a coffin. Especially one

that had been in his livingroom for two or more hours, the

lid propped open with the waxy face of the deceased naked

and unmoving.

"I know. I can't really believe she's gone myself,"

he lied. Or maybe it was not a lie. He thought sure that

in a few days it would not be a lie.

Floyd caught sight of Pat under the oak by the corner
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of the church, comforting people with a hand on the

shoulder and telling them how sorry he was that Jennifer

had died. Pat drawled out his words of sympathy, stopping

to push his auburn hair from his forehead now and then.

His words were sincere, even if halting because of the

embarrassment natural to one so reticent. The only time

Floyd ever saw him let his shyness drop in public was the

time a bluegrass band had played on Homesteader's Day and

Pat had stood near the banjo player, whooping when a

particularly good run was played.

Pat gazed over at Floyd and motioned toward the hearse

with a look. Floyd shrugged, then nodded. He would ride

in the hearse.

Sheriff Sutton led the hearse, the limousine, and the

five cars out to the cemetery at a stately pace. Floyd

slumped in his seat when the hearse rounded a curve on

which could be seen metallic debris and patches of dried

oil. That section of road would hold evil associations for

him for years. Even the distance a decade would put be-

tween him and the event which occurred here would not be

enough to cause his memory not to say, upon nearing the

curve, "and this is where Jennifer died."

A stand of evergreen trees huddled around the gate of

the wrought iron fence which surrounded the cemetery. The
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driveway leading through the ranked tombstones passed under

an iron arch which said "Salt Fork Cemetery" in black let-

ters.

Through the scattered cedar trees and evergreens were

plots marked by ancient granite tombstones, some leaning

precariously on the edge of a hollow formed by the sinking

of the grave, and curbed with chipped concrete. A black

tent, set up near the barbed wire fence of the adjacent

wheatfield, indicated the gravesite at which Pat would

stop.

The hearse moved off the worn dirt path, rocking

slowly across the uneven ground beside the tent. When the

pallbearers arrived, the coffin was slid out, carried over,

and set on the canvas belts of the metal stand which cover-

ed the hole in the ground. A small electric motor would

lower the coffin on the belts when the mourners returned to

town. Then the rough green carpeting around the hole would

be rolled up, and the tent would be struck. Dirt would

fill the hole and floral arrangements would hide the fresh-

ly churned earth.

The preacher stood in front of the casket to say the

final words. The most important of the final words was

resurrection. Floyd thought of the waxy face in the coffin

before him and tried to envision it smiling at him once

again. He watched the lips tremble, the mouth part. A
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laugh.

"You ready to go?" asked Pat.

"Naw. Think I'll watch them cover her."

"You intend to walk back?"

"I can hitch."

"All right. Take care. If you need anything, you

call me."' And with that Pat got in the hearse and drove

slowly across the grass and on down the the dirt path. The

other mourners soon followed.

Three dark skinned men collapsed the metal chairs and

stacked them against a pickup. They rolled up the carpet

and laid it in the pickup bed. Then they folded the tent

and threw it against the wall of the pickup cab.

Floyd squatted to watch the wheels work when Mr.

Esparza pressed the button to lower the coffin to its

resting place. Mr. Esparza and his sons stood at the edge

of the hole and watched the coffin's descent. The sons

pulled the canvas belts out and hauled the machinery over

to a pickup, while Mr. Esparza shoveled dirt into the

grave. Floyd listened to the sound of dirt hitting metal

until it became the sound of dirt hitting dirt.

"Can I use a shovel?" Floyd asked.

Mr. Esparza gave him an odd look, handed him his

shovel. Floyd put his back into the work and spaded dirt

into the grave with rapid strokes.
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The dolphins felt sorry for Floyd. He had been

supplanted by a musical genius. Now he had no function

other than to accept the rewards due him as the Great De-

liverer. Being the Great Deliverer can get old after a few

weeks. He was sad, that they knew. With a brilliance not

often evidenced in dealings with humans, the dolphins set

aside one day a month to commemorate Floyd's role in

delivering classical music to the children of the sea.

Floyd sat in an aluminum boat. In his hand was an

electric guitar. Next to the boat floated an amplifier.

He was slowly learning to read notes, and he had half of a

little Bach piece memorized. The music he played sounded

awkward, but it was classical music. As he played, he

looked forward to the end of the piece when he could play

"Key to the Highway" in remembrance of his first musical

offering. Never mind that the dolphins had no conception

of what a highway was.

Blues made the dolphins sad. But they still lept,

hundreds of them, from the water and whistled at the man

who had brought them Beethoven.



Appetites

I

"This is no woman, this is one of

the most beautiful angels of Heaven."

Her rhythmic walk had a studied precision seen only in

starlets, models, and flamboyant visual artists. She was a

professional. She might have started a bump and grind

anywhere along the runway. But she was more than a profes-

sional sex object, though that was one aspect of the femi-

nine she had picked up well, however unconsciously.

Having stopped at the end of the runway, she looked at

the audience with blank innocence, pirouetted gracefully,

and sauntered back with a hint of arrogance in her car-

riage. Off the steps she went, down to the floor to stop

in a pool of light awaiting her just to the front and side

of the runway. Taking the microphone off the stand, she

welcomed the people at the tables near her with a voice

cultivated for a breathy, personal quality.

She might have been addressing Allen. He pretended

she was. But she did not know he sat at a table in the

back of the hall, breathing in her perfumed welcome.

A pro. She was definitely a pro. He could see that.

The young woman in the white, off the shoulder gown was the

most studiedly feminine being to walk his portion of the

74
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earth.

There was no doubt that she was beautiful. Certain

women said to be beauties--for the most part actresses and

other women in the entertainment industry--are not true

beauties. Makeup, soft lighting, flattering camera angles,

provide the beauty. Often the women are plain--in some

cases, from the proper angle, downright unhandsome.

Beauty is a product of the age, and what is beautiful

may be contested. Femininity is timeless. Helen, the

Queen of Sheba, Ligeia are beautiful to us not because we

see them, but because we feel them. One ideal remains

constant, unalterable: the great beauty of women is their

femininity. That which makes them not men is that which

makes them beautiful. The great women celebrated in liter-

ature are beautiful because feminine.

This young woman was quintessentially female. She

was beautiful to boot. From any angle, without makeup, in

unflattering clothes, a beauty would radiate from her,

partly from her goodly parts--"her color is the pallor of

pearl, her eyes send forth their spirits radiant with

love"--mostly from a grace of movement which suggested that

this was at the least a grand shadow of the ideal female.

Allen knew without testing his hypothesis that the pleasant

voiced woman M.C.ing the fashion show could not possibly

distort her essence into plainness.

Still, he did detect the studied nature of her femi-
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ninity. She had been schooled for beauty. She had a

measured speech and practiced walk. Her stage presence

intimated an ability to adjust her manner to suit the

situation. Nevertheless, he was confident that, all her

training being taken from her, she would retain her beauty

and her grace. In fact, it might be all the more charming

for being untutored loveliness.

Allen, after years of essays, week-long sessions of

grading student compositions, and long hours of terrible,

mind numbing graduate seminars--after all this, could still

appreciate a woman.

He kept in touch. In the bookstore he might drift

over to the magazine rack, after having passed a hand over

The House of Seven Gables or White Jacket, and pick up the

new issue of Playboy to see if there were any redheads

featured. Afterward he would detest himself for having

conspired with the pornographers of America to keep Woman

naked and in her place, stapled inside the glossy pages of

a magazine.

At movies, during love scenes, he told himself, "This

is how it is. Women are soft like this; they put their

arms around you just this way."

When he left the theater, a feeling of enchantment

lingered and did not leave him until he got back to the

barren livingroom of his apartment. Sometimes as he sat on
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his couch and watched the afternoon sunshine rob his life

of any hope, he could see an endless procession of starlets

dancing out of some poor sap's embrace.

He kept in touch. A heart for women is nothing to be

acquired and is nothing one can lose, no matter how unprac-

ticed one may remain. He knew from literature what a woman

is and what she expects. He knew Daisy, Emma, Tess,

Carrie. Their desires were complex. One had to meet them

in their world, know their world. The women on the screen

were not real, but D.H. Lawrence presented women in their

complexity, and Allen saw them as they truly were.

When he looked up at the woman standing before the

microphone he saw only the surface of that woman, a lovely

surface. But to know the woman in her complexity was

impossible. He was unpracticed.. But he would meet this

elemental woman and enter her world.

She described the dresses on the student models with

practiced fervor, "This elegant cotton peasant blouse and

skirt, modest in cost, yet perfect for the refined sensi-

bility, can be ordered in six Spring-y colors. Thank you,

Barbara."

He had seen her before. He knew who she was. One

morning she had jogged by him, flashing an inviting smile

at him. He watched her bob off in the distance, a vision

of beauty in an electric blue sweatsuit and matching head

and wrist bands.
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That was no coed, he said to himself, that was Miss

Texas, third runner-up in the Miss America pageant, winner

of the talent competition. He knew she was rare.

A pianist on Miss Ross's right introduced a pop tune

with a tinkling chord. Allen feared she would ruin her

elegantly arranged persona with a banal tune and brassy

Broadway voice. Her delicate beauty would be marred by an

inappropriately muscular voice. His fears lessened and

subsided as Miss Ross's breathy alto voice quavered low

over the introduction of the song.

Her voice leaped, climbed the scale, higher than her

thin voice could possibly go. But it soared in a fragile

falsetto, swooping down and rising again. She breathed the

words in a hushed voice, holding them in a slow vibrato.

Then sliding up to higher notes, she increased the vibrato

until she was singing rapid pulses of sound.

Allen thought of a trapeze artist as he listened to

her. He closed his eyes and there she was, a spangled arc

against the darkness of the big top. Low. Then high.

Suddenly a pinwheel of spinning light sparking across the

gap between trapezes to catch the outstretched arms of her

receiver.

And she won the talent competition for her gymnastics?

he thought. What else can the woman do? She performs

acrobatics with her voice.
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The frailty of her voice, the hidden strength apparent

in the elasticity of her voice, made him forget any cheap,

theatrical quality in her stage presence. Here was inno-

cence, strength, weakness, beauty, and femininity all meld-

ed into one.

Again the models strolled down the runway. Miss Ross

purred out the specifics of the dresses, describing each

dress as if she were describing a painted masterpiece of

western civilization. Her voice betrayed a passion for

these particular dresses, a rhapsodic love for the design-

ers.

Allen looked from Miss Ross to the models. The girls

slinking up the stairs and on to the runway were just

that--girls. They were perhaps nineteen or twenty. Most

of them were all angles and bones. Though they might have

moved like felines, a pre-adolescent gawkiness clung to

them. A picture of little girls stomping through the den

with mother's high-heels on came to his mind when one

particular lank-haired blonde passed before him.

Miss Ross, however, was an ageless entity. Perhaps it

was her facial bones, perhaps the carriage wrested from

years of moving up and down the runways of beauty pageants.

She could not have been more than twenty-two, yet she could

move among beautiful women--in Allen's mind, the heroines

of Henry James's novels and the dark ladies of the Roman-

tics' poetry--with equality.
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Probably just the high cheekbones. They seem to

negate age, he thought.

She was thin, but not bony. Her wide shoulders sug-

gested that she was strong, but her graceful movement

argued that she was more comfortable with ease than toil.

Her face promised innocent conversation, but her long limbs

hinted at a quiet sexuality.

Miss Ross excused herself, saying, "Don't go away.

I'll be right back." And she left the circle of light and

hurried to the dark regions behind the runway.

The audience began a garbled conversation with itself,

low and reassuring. Allen closed his eyes and listened to

the pianist rummage through a bag of musical ideas in

search of a memorable medley. The trouble with tinkling

background pianists, muzak too, was that there was no way,

short of shooting someone, or wrecking a few speakers, to

turn off the music. So, he listened. He always listened.

He could not converse well when music was in the air. Some

part of him always tried to pull his attention around to

the music.

His internal music sensor had a flaw in its selectivi-

ty, so he was forced to listen to any background music, no

matter how execrable. Sounding high and bright above the

audience came the piano's pop cliches of yesterday.

Twirling in a long pleated skirt near the steps of the
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runway, she made an electric reappearance. Her outfit was

orange from the top of the tiny box of a hat on her head to

the bright orange high-heels on which she marched down the

carpeted runway.

This time she stopped at the end of the runway and

gave a mischievous smile. Her hands grasped the orange

skirt and shook it as if trying to shake the color off.

Then she spun once and minced up the walk a way. She

pranced back primly with a tight smile on her face.

The women in the audience were quiet or laughing. Was

she mocking the whole idea of parading around like so much

horseflesh?

She laughed and whirled around to strut off the stage

to the sound of a jazzed-up march tune. Just before step-

ping out of the spotlight onto the steps she shouted out,

"Good evening."

As the audience filed out, Allen pushed to a back

corner of the hall and watched Miss Ross. Well wishers

drifted by to shake her hand. A mask of bubbly exuberance

covered her face the few moments she spoke with others.

Then a solemn quiet would overtake her and she would wander

toward the back of the hall to watch the models gathering

their effects together. He could tell she was at ease with

the business of beauty. As she spoke to the models, an

unforced smile turned up her mouth. She need not affect

vivacity. These were her professional equals; they did not
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expect her to be drunk on the wonder of being a beauty

queen.

The reception following the show was held in a large

ballroom. Here, a table laden with drinks and appetizers

stood ready for Allen's use. An irritation nettled him,

caused him a fit of impatience, when he saw the number of

people waiting before the table. He wanted to shoo people

out of his way so he could get at the food and drink, but

he had to control his urges. Then again, perhaps he would

be more honest if he swept people aside and splashed right

in the middle of the canapes. It would certainly delight

his stomach. But then stomachs are not known for a sense

of decorum.

He postponed his dainty feast because he felt an urge

to engage in a universal, genetic-encoded mating ritual.

He would spiral ever nearer Miss Ross, changing course at

the last minute to avoid contact with her. When he worried

that this eccentric behavior, this compulsive maneuver, was

evidence that he was on the verge of a breakdown, he re-

minded himself how withdrawn he was. He was shy and any

oddities in his behavior were in need of being acted out.

Faced with a nervous desire, his peripatetic courting dance

was understandable.

He swam in and out of pools and eddies of people,

stopping at a whirlpool now and then to listen to the
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conversation being gurgled there. Moving to a corner, he

edged up to the group of models talking low about their

performances.

"I had to stuff kleenex in the top of that purple

dress."

"Marna, you're just going to have to get some

dumbells."

She was not among the girls. He had a suspicion that

she had not come to the reception, which he thought was in

her honor.

He was mistaken. For over near the door she stood

talking to several dark suited, distinguished looking gen-

tlemen. Her eyes were wide with interest, sparkling gray.

Her head was tilted at an angle, intent on seeing, hearing

all. She was womanly interest personified, and he was sure

something dreadful would happen if her smile stretched any

wider.

Probably regents, he thought. They always get real

buddy buddy with campus celebrities.

Later, he was able to move near her as she stood at

the punchbowl. She was waiting to have a ladle of green

and white froth poured into her crystal cup.

Maybe I should bump into her and spill her cup, he

thought. Or maybe I should just be direct and ask her if I

can follow her the rest of my life, a slave of love.

Instead, he reached out and picked up a cookie molded
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into a Russian Orthodox dome of white chocolate. As he bit

a chunk out of the dome, he looked to his side. Miss Ross

stood beside him, her back to the punchbowl, looking over

the people near her. The flash of his eye caught hers, and

for an instant she turned and looked directly into his eyes

and smiled a luminous smile.

Something broke inside Allen. Maybe it was his heart.

Whatever it was insisted on floating up and sticking in his

throat like the punch. He could barely swallow the last

fragment of the white cookie. Like an afterthought, a bolt

of electric energy coursed the length of his body.

Is this love? he asked himself. Then came the an-

swer: This is infatuation. Or sexual hunger. She won't

give you a second look.

She did not give him a second look. A rivulet of

acquaintances shook itself from the stream of unfamiliar

faces, and she pushed forward to meet them, her vacant

smile metamorphosing into a wide grin of relief as she

went.

Allen did not have the heart to add any more futile

circuits to his mating dance. All was lost. The sensation

of something breaking inside of him, the bolt of energy,

these were simply forewarnings of disappointment. And now

he had something to be disappointed about. Before this

evening Miss Ross had been an idle thought. Now she was a
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gaping hole in his heart.

What was worse, she did not know, would never know,

that she had caused a world-weariness to wash over him like

a hot summer cloudburst. If she had never looked him in

the eyes, he could have let his idle dream fade. But the

look she gave him had conveyed a future of utopian perfec-

tion to him. A world where they were lovers.

He did not care to watch her blank eyes from a dis-

tance. He left the building, and, though he did not run,

mentally, he fled at a great speed, rushing ahead of his

body, trying to escape his bumbling shell.

II

"He looks as if he were dead."

The blonde ushered him to his seat. He settled at the

back of the shop, in a booth across from the soda bar. As

the girl walked away she brushed her hair smooth behind her

ear. Her small hand, with its shiny nails, combed the

blonde strands into place, and at the end of the sweeping

movement her index and middle fingers spread like scissors

and tugged the strands smooth.

So many flavors. So many colors. The menu before him

promised exotic tastes which he could barely hold in his

mind. If he were wealthy he would have stainless steel

canisters of richly flavored ice cream rolled up and scoops
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served to him in golden bowls as he reclined on a couch.

Each night a different flavor. Baskin Robbins' thousand

and one nights.

"Are you ready to order?" the blonde asked.

She has jade green eyes, he thought.

"I suppose I'll have the San Francisco Cable Car. And

I want that toffee coffee to be fresh. You don't really

make your ice cream in the back, do you?"

The blonde gazed unblinking, honest, as she said,

"Yeah. Sometimes I get to whip some up myself."

He did not believe her. Allen stared at her hips as

she walked away. She was tall and moved like a dancer. He

watched her hand the order to a slight, blonde boy at the

bar, saying something low. The boy's blemished face wrin-

kled with what Allen took to be malicious good humor.

When she set the tray on the table the light flashed

against her lacquered fingernails. She slid the Cable Car

in its plastic boat toward him, the sleeve of her smock

sliding up her arm to reveal a tanned forearm encircled by

a hand-wrought silver and turquoise bracelet.

He ate the ice cream with satisfaction. The will to

eat was strong, stronger even than the urge to copulate.

He laughed at the thought that he and the rest of his

brethren, tribesmen, fellow two-legged walkers, had taken a

primal, bloody urge and gussied it up with crystal glasses,

marble tabletops, Tiffany lampshades, brown polyurethane
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boats, and had turned it into a thousand-flavored party.

A bitterness had crept into his vision as he sat

curling dark strips of ice cream with his spoon. What was

there beyond eating and rutting?

He turned a spoonful of ice cream toward his mouth,

plunged it between his teeth, and swept the spoon clean

with his tongue as he extracted it from between his lips.

Held before his face, convex side up, the spoon made a

reasonably effective mirror. And in the mirror he saw his

misshapen face, his forehead narrow, short of intellect.

He saw his jaw made tiny, any courage reduced to animal

stubborness. A bulbous nose and gaping maw symbolized a

hunger of the senses man was unable to satiate.

Just then the waitress returned to ask if everything

was all right. Caught staring into a spoon, he reacted by

tossing it up, giving it a twist, so that it looked as if

he was testing the spoon's drag coefficient. To Allen's

dismay, he missed the spoon on its way down. It banged

into the corner of the marble table and smacked into the

blonde's side.

"Excuse me," he said as he retrieved the spoon from

the floor. She handed his check to him without a word. He

thought he detected a shudder of the back, a suppressed

giggle, as she set off toward the slight boy in the back.

He paid his bill, turned to go. As he pushed out the
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door he glanced to his left and saw a row of grinning

skulls where normally a line of beaming, candy-featured

clown faces with sugar cone hats lined a glass case.

III

"The power of Love borne in my lady's eyes
imparts its grace to all she looks upon."

"Santa Lucia, Santa Lucia, Santa Lucia," he sang

quietly to himself. The music whispered down from the

ceiling and hovered at ear level. At the breakfast cereal

section he paused to consider a week of breakfasts.

A chunky brunette in violent green shorts and a re-

grettably brief halter top pushed a cart up the aisle

toward him singing "Santa Lucia" as if it were a lullaby.

The large man beside her, decked out in voluminous shorts,

pumped forward like a machine, unconscious of his mate's

singing. He appeared to be absorbed in the task of recon-

noitering the cereal aisle. The cardboard cereal boxes

with vibrant colors and quaint cartoon animals appealed to

him most. The brunette transcended the selection process,

prefering to sing her cart to sleep.

Remembering that he had eaten his last frozen waffle,

Allen stopped by the frozen foods counter. As he dropped

the package of waffles into his cart, he became aware that

floating toward him--in conflict with the sonic wash of a

sugary string version of "Something Stupid"--was a throaty
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"Santa LucJia."

The chunky brunette and the man in the voluminous

shorts were scouting the frozen food terrain. When the

large man spotted the Jiffy Muffs he grunted some sort of

communication at the brunette. She halted her singing long

enough to tick off five flavors in a rapid-fire code:

"banns, blubbery, strobes, pie-map, coke-nuh."

Again she took up the chorus. "Santa Lucia, Santa

Lucia." The couple ambled down the aisle, taking Italy and

twenty packages of frozen Jiffy Muffs with them.

Allen angled toward the dairy counter to get another

component of his week of breakfasts.

"Santa Lucia, Santa Lucia," he sang. His voice

trailed off to silence when he saw a familiar form at a

distance down the aisle.

She's in shorts, he thought. What legs. Can someone

be made up entirely of legs? It isn't anatomically possib-

le.

Janet Ross bent over the apples in the produce

section, her thighs pressed against the shiny, stainless

steel side of the counter. Her hand trailed across the

surface of apples here and there, lightly touching them.

What does she look for? he asked himself.

He pushed his cart closer, and as he drew near he was

better able to see the smooth, tanned length of her legs.
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A horizontal indention intersected her legs where the back

thigh muscle met the muscle of the calf. A protectiveness

moved in him at the sight of that symmetrical juncture.

He stopped before the cookies and turned, with a

package of Choco-chips in hand, to watch Miss Ross consider

an orange, then a lemon. Her hand paused over the bright

citrus fruits and then stretched to trace the curve of a

lime. She delicately picked up several Elberta peaches and

eased them into a clear plastic sack she had pulled off the

spool of bags. Allen began to consider just how close to

voyeurism he was riding. Perhaps he was betraying Miss

Ross in some manner. Perhaps he pierced the protective

sphere that surrounded her when she was not before large

groups of people. A guilt settled on him, and he put the

package of cookies in the basket and started toward the

checkout counter.

An especially repugnant orchestral rendition of "Let's

Spend the Night Together" leapt out of the ceiling speakers

and descended on his head. He shuddered and jerked his

head around to seek a sympathetic reaction from Miss Ross.

She calmly studied the tomatoes for any sign of

redness, oblivious of anything other than her search for

ripeness.

"Well, he thought, "some people just don't hear muzak.

It's like the high-pitched whine of fluorescent lights. It

just goes in the ears and never strikes the mind. Its
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rottenness is inescapable, yet some folk manage to avoid

the stink of it."

He pushed the cart forward, his mind singing, "I need

you now, more than ever. Nah, nah, nah, nah, nah, Oh my."

Just before he turned the corner to move down the

aisle on which the checkout counters squatted, he looked

back at Miss Ross. She stared intently at the pineapples.

Allen thought that a quirky thing to do, simply because he

could not imagine buying an uncanned pineapple.

He checked out, thinking, "Well, she must be preparing

some phantasmagorical fruit salad. She'll be picking up

the whipped cream and pecans right about now."

The checkout lady bagged his groceries with an author-

ity commensurate with the experience her late thirties good

looks indicated. When she said, "Come again," she gave

him a piercing look.

IV

"You have seen into the
nature of my darkened life."

Blonde hair kept catching in the corner of his mouth,

long, coarse hair, certainly not his own. He walked down a

runway and as he walked he tried to brush the hair behind

his ear. He didn't exactly walk; he shuffled awkwardly.

A survey of his lower body revealed that he was dres-
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sed in a black, shiny, one piece swimsuit. The suit hung

limp and empty at the breasts and was tight and binding in

the crotch. The hair on his legs had been shaved off. He

tripped forward on patent-leather, high-heeled shoes the

size of small bulldozers.

Below him sat a panel of female judges. While he

shuffled forward he watched the women scribbling rapidly in

notebooks. As he turned to walk back up the runway, he

looked past the judges and saw a vast, an infinite, crowd

of women, which melted into gray as it stretched beyond the

range of his sight.

In the distance before him he saw a stage. It was

outlined with a glare of white bulbs. And there in the

middle of the stage a gleaming microphone stand and be-

jeweled microphone awaited him. In slow motion he clumped

forward, thinking he would never get to the stand.

"My name is Allen Bois D'Arc and I'm from Athens,

Texas." Big smile. "My major is literature and I just

love Edgar Allan Poe. I'm very happy to be here tonight so

that I can recite a poem for you lovely ladies."

He paused for breath and then laid into "The Sleeper."

"My love, she sleeps! Oh, may her sleep, As it is

lasting, so be deep! Soft may the worms about her creep!"

When he had finished, he looked briefly at the slip of

paper with its typed question. He thought a minute.

"I just want to say God gave me this great gift, this
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gorgeous body and this marvelous talent. Anything I do

here tonight is in some part a repayment for what God has

blessed me with. My body honors God."

As he spoke the last words his hands grasped and

ripped through the shoulders of his swimsuit. He tugged

the suit from around his chest and slipped it down his

thighs, falling forward as he did so. He fell and fell,

his ragged swimsuit floating beside him.

He landed gently in the midst of a crowded alumni

gathering. Tuxedoed men and gowned women stared at him.

He tried to stroll nonchalantly toward the punch bowl, but

he moved as slowly as a receiver being clotheslined by a

linebacker in slo-mo.

A white fog rolled in, obscuring all those around him.

A mirrored vanity table moved slowly toward him, catching

his image twenty feet away. The table stopped; he peered

into the mirror. A blonde wig sat atop his head, makeup

was smeared across his face, and a false eyelash started

off his left upper eyelid.

As he watched, his skin sagged. Wrinkles spread from

his eyes and stretched across his face. His usually genial

mouth collapsed into a pout-lipped frown. His wig-hair

turned white. A decaying tooth turned to dust under the

pressure of his searching tongue. He choked on a mouthful

of dust and clamped his toothless gums together.
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He awakened and sat in the dark with his pounding

heart shaking his chest. Talking to himself, telling him-

self he could not go back to sleep, he fell onto his pillow

and dreamed of endless corridors leading to countless

classrooms.

He realized he had to find the room he was due to

teach in, for the time was fast approaching when he must

test his students. But where did he turn, faced with this

maze of dark doorways?

V

"Love appeared before me."

"Here let me hold your hand."

"You can't hold my hand when both your hands are

clutching your food tray to your belly," said Allen.

Riley held a tray stacked with small ceramic dishes,

on which were salads, vegetables, and unrecognizable

liquids congealed in chunks.

"If I'm shelling out two-fifty to see this bathing

beauty, I'm going to make sure the food is plentiful, if

not good."

"I didn't force you to come."

"Who else would hold your hand during the ordeal? And

since I took the trouble to arrange this match, I want to

see the outcome."
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"No. You just couldn't resist such a grand floor

show. With Miss Ross providing the beauty and me the comic

relief, you should get more than you paid for."

Clarke, the third member of the little party, shep-

herded his two companions through the cafeteria, explaining

the habits and customs of the natives in a whisper. After

stopping to get what the label on the dispenser swore was

tea, the young men headed for the table Clarke indicated.

"Who'd a thought I'd ever be taking my English teacher

to supper?"

"Don't get cocky, Clarke. And don't think this is

going to get you an A. If you're lucky I'll show a little

clemency when I average grades, and maybe Bois D'Arc, here,

will name his and Miss Texas's first born after you. May-

be."

Several people who were already seated at the appoint-

ed table, stirring their food as if searching for a lost

contact lens, chimed out, "Hello, Paul," as the three men

sat down. A restrained conviviality was evident in their

greetings, as was a trace of suspicion.

Their suspicion was understandable. These were un-

complex Christian souls. They gathered together for a

camaraderie based on a shared philosophy. After a day of

martyrdom, a day of meekly raising hands and asking the

professor if perhaps there is more to life than material

gain and situational morality, these folk wanted to laugh
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with other martyrs, bind up hurts inflicted in biology labs

and philosophy classes.

What greeted them at the table this evening was a 300

pound cherub with an incipient beard and a lanky Rasputin

look-alike.

"Here she comes," whispered Clarke.

"Huh?"

Allen heard quiet steps behind him. The heads of the

people nearest him turned his way. Janet Ross was the

celebrity of the table, a representative of Christian

beauty, and the others at the table were proud of her.

Their smiles said, There, you don't have to be a vulgar

agnostic to get on in the world.

Janet acknowledged the greetings directed to her with

a quiet hello as she was setting her tray down across the

table from Allen.

Riley banged his knee against Allen's, causing consid-

erable pain to course through Allen's leg. Allen assumed

that gesture to be the physical equivalent of a smirk.

He sat fidgeting three feet away from the seamless

complexion, the firmly molded cheekbones, and the delicate

gray irises of one of America's great beauties. He hoped

someone would say something. He could not just sit across

from the third runner-up to Miss America, ignoring her.

Clarke quickly asked how she had been, after Riley
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exploded a meaningful cough in his direction.

"Busy. Between school and public relations there

isn't much time to worry how I am."

She surveyed the people at the table in a shy manner,

a gleam of interest sparking in her eye, or so Allen

thought, as she saw Riley and Bois D'Arc. Carefully moving

the fork to her mouth, she began to eat her salad with a

grace that approached the feline. The attention with which

she regarded the salad in her bowl made Allen think of a

lioness prone before a warm-blooded meal that was in danger

of running way.

The way she forcefully dabbed her napkin at her lips

made Allen look for a fierceness hidden by the beauty of

her eyes.

Allen heard a muffled wince to his left. Almost

immediately after, Clarke blurted out, "Ah, Janet, I'd like

to introduce a couple of friends. Well, actually one of

them is my English instructor--"

"Just do us the honor, Pandarus," growled Riley.

"This is Allen Bo Dark. And this is Mr. Riley."

Riley flashed a grin. "He doesn't know my first name

because I don't want my students taking liberties. You

know my name, you got power over me."

Janet looked at the two men long enough to note the

faces, memorize the names, and superimpose over Allen's

face an image of Noah's Ark. Or so Allen thought. The way
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she looked at him, the way she looked up from her plate to

catch his face as if her eye were a camera, made him think

of a mentalist at a state fair. For Riley, she was probab-

ly thinking of rye bread. She did this bit of mental leg-

erdemaine so that if she ever met them again she could spit

their names back at them with a breathtaking rapidity.

"Hello, Allen, Mr. Riley," she said, not at all

unkindly. A smile, lacking in sincerity, perhaps, wrinkled

her face.

With that acknowledgement out of the way, she began

eating cottage cheese from a small bowl.

Riley could not stand the thought of being ignored.

He was about to launch into a long sermon concerning the

evil minds of college freshmen, when a gesture from Miss

Ross forestalled his strategy. She looked up from the

cottage cheese. With eyes narrowed in concentration, she

looked to the right and left.

"Excuse me, Allen. Could you pass the salt to me?"

She indicated the salt shaker with a raised eyebrow and a

sharp cut of the eyes.

Allen, thinking her gesture ridiculous and at the same

time being cut through the heart with the preposterous

grace of it, picked up the salt and offered it to her in

his extended right hand, the shaker huddled in his open

palm.
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She retrieved it with a marvelous economy of movement.

Without touching his hand she stretched her long fingers

and thumb to extract the shaker. He had an impulse to

cover his palm with his left hand so that she would have to

pry his palms apart to get what she wanted, but he resisted

the capricLous thought.

She lightly salted the large piece of chicken before

beginning a delicate cutting operation to remove the meat

from the thigh bone. The way she speared the chicken

startled Allen. A lithe savagery was manifest in the

stabbing motion she made with her fork. A hunger barely

concealed by the veneer of manners was discernible in her

face, her movements, the way her jaw worked as she chewed.

What held Miss Ross above her peers, what made her a

creature of quintessential femininity, was this unconscious

bias toward the senses. Her senses and her mind were split

beyond the hope of integration. The mind and voice thought

and said one thing; the eyes and hands indicated another.

Riley leaned toward him and whispered, "Make your

move, you shy Quasimodo. Your Esmeralda is going to get

away."

"Janet, may I call you that?, Janet, what are you

studying?" He felt like a sixteen-year-old squeaking to

the high school's prettiest cheerleader, the one who was

the doctor's daughter.

She smiled a crinkle-eyed smile at him and answered,
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"Psychology and elementary ed. "

"You must know a lot about Freud, Jung. All the

patron saints of psychology."

"Yes."

"They're all men. Ever thought about that? No wo-

men."

"Yes," she looked down at the chicken. "There were

few women doctors then. Freud was a GP, you know."

"How do you like dealing with all those male egos?"

"I know the male ego inside and out. Nothing any man

does surprises me."

Was there a trace of loathing in her tone?

She pulled near her a bowl of chocolate-colored pud-

ding. She slowly raised her spoon, started to dip it into

the pudding. Stopping, she stared for a second into the

dark mass with its waves and hollows. In that instant he

thought he saw Janet Ross staring into Man, considering the

deceptions and small flashes of brilliance that were for-

ever Allen's and any other man's.

"I better not," she said, dropping the spoon onto her

tray.

"I think it is my duty, ma'am, to save this from being

recycled and thrust upon an unsuspecting freshman at tomor-

row's supper." Riley reached over and snatched the bowl of

pudding from Miss Ross's tray.
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"Riley, your directness of purpose is refreshing,"

Allen said with some heat. Riley had skin as thick as his

fat. He didn't pause an instant in his spooning.

Miss Ross dabbed her lips with a paper napkin, and

shot a surreptitious glance at Riley. Allen caught the

movement as her right eyebrow arched and dropped noticea-

bly, though her eye movement was so rapid as to be almost

unseen.

The third runner-up to Miss America rose, stone-faced,

and took her tray to the conveyor belt which would whisk it

into the back of the dining hall, where a Nigerian or Pal-

estinian would sweep the remains into a trashcan and send

the tray, plate, and utensils to the dishwasher.

Allen watched her body sway as she placed one foot

before the other and she padded to the exit like a lioness.

He wanted to scream. But he knew the aching within him

would continue whether he expressed it vocally or not.

So what is the use of showing it? he thought. I

won't.

"Some body, huh?" asked Riley.

"Would you like to be strangled here and now? Or

would you like me to do it in the English department,

before your peers?"

"I have no peers. . . Some people are so touchy when it

comes to females."

Allen wondered where in the world there was excellence
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and perfection. Where does beauty, intelligence, and sen-

sitivity come together in one person? Why do these quali-

ties only show themselves imperfectly in me?

Suddenly he said, "I'm not at all happy with this

food. Money down the tubes and nothing to show for it.

Just a polite, 'Allen, please pass me the salt.'"

"This whole enterprise was doomed to failure from the

start," said Riley.

Clarke piped up. "Does this mean I don't get an A in

the class?"

"Your assistance has been duly noted. If the gods

beam down on you at finals time, you may get a B."

"Riley, why don't you just go back and get some more

of that luscious pudding. In fact why don't you go back

and get all the food you can and eat it. Why don't you

stuff this whole cafeteria in your mouth. Maybe you'll

choke on it."

"That's what I get for trying to improve your love

life. Scorn heaped on my head. Bloody retribution!"

shouted Riley. He watched Allen leave through the turn-

stile. When he noticed the young people around him star-

ing, he smiled the sugary smile of a pudding-eating Chesire

cat.
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VI

"Your lady, once so

lovely, now is dead."

It was weeks later that he understood Miss Ross.

Rather, he understood that he could not understand Miss

Ross. He reconciled himself to the mystery of the woman

who could be So vulnerable, publicly exorcising her inhibi-

tions, yet who could be clench-fisted with her charms,

fearing to let one pleasantry escape without extracting a

price.

He was made to question his worth. His head filled

with mental diagrams assessing his value aesthetically,

physically, materially. He even set aside a column for

intangibles.

The results were always the same. Ten points for

having a straight, Anglo-Saxon nose. Minus five points for

an obtrusive Adam's apple. Plus ten or minus ten for mad

eyes, depending on what value he was placing on insanity on

a given day. He gave up when he realized that any system

he set up for judging himself was prejudiced one way or

another.

After all, he thought, surely my intangibles outweigh

any deficiencies in my physical makeup. Intelligence,

mother wit, sly charm, surely these properties are more

important than thick hair and a thin waist.
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If you do not have bad breath and you are borderline

handsome, why shouldn't you be able to capture the atten-

tion of the third runner-up to Miss America?

Some quality was lacking in him. He could not fire

Miss Ross's imagination. He accepted that. Perhaps it was

fate. Perhaps it was the God in which Janet Ross so firmly

believed protecting her from his worldy view. More likely

it was the law of causality. The universe did not need the

offspring a Ross-Bois D'Arc union would produce. Nothing

he could do would alter that fact.

His brief encounter with beauty was simply another

attempt by someone or something to instruct him in the pain

of loss--except he did not believe in someone or something.

If nothing else, he thought, I will be able to under-

stand the terrors of unrequited love so often encountered

in the great novels.

This thought struck him as he walked the sidewalks

of the campus on his way to the laundry. It was a clear

Saturday morning and the campus was empty save one or two

crazies who had climbed out of bed to juggle Indian clubs

while riding unicycles.

Any burning pain of loss was gone, what was left was

a dry, ashen feeling. He needed the water of renewal, the

kind of water only expensive trips to other countries can

provide.
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Allen had managed to let a two-week supply of dirty

clothes mount, and the duffel bag he carried grew heavier

as he walked. Once at the laundry, the only satisfaction

derived from this excursion, aside from the pleasure of

getting one's life, or at least one's underwear, in order

for a time, was the reading he could get done while he

waited.

He drew near McKinnely Hall, the dorm Janet Ross lived

in. That fact did not register, for he was trying to put

her out of his mind. Forgetting where she lived was part

of his therapy.

But he was jarred by the inescapable symbol of her

presence. Parked at the curb next to the dorm was the

Buick with embossed plastic signs pasted to the doors. A

seal representing Miss Texas, a crown surrounded by laurel

leaves, the background white, the lettering red, announced

to the world that Janet Ross was on that Saturday morning

the most beautiful young woman in Texas. By implication

virtue, virginity, and talent trailed in the wake of her

beauty. At the bottom of the sign, in a sort of fine

print, was the announcement that the car was given through

the courtesy of Bill Wyatt Buick.

He leaned over the car and looked inside, where he

saw a pack of Juicy Fruit gum on the dashboard and a red

Bible on the back seat.

Allen could not trust a gum snapping, Bible reading
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woman, especially a beautiful one.

An impulse to defy Janet Ross came to him as he looked

into the car. From his shirt pocket he drew out a scrap of

paper and a pen. Leaning an arm across the top of the car,

he penned a note composed of compact letters. The ball-

point of the pen rolled along the top of the car with a

friction that made his teeth ache. He would remain anony-

mous so that he could be completely honest, for he wanted

Janet Ross to be aware of her deficiencies. He did not

question whether or not he was writing out of spite or

whether he expected her to improve her life after she real

his revelations.

Miss Ross:

You sing beautifully. In fact we

can't decide whether your singing is more lovely

than you are or vice versa. In any case, your

beauty surpasses our ability to praise it; your

singing is too good for our unworthy ears.

But, you can't hear the music--the music

that is woven through life. The music people

can't escape in bank lobbies, in grocery stores,

in shopping malls. Yes, that canned, sickening

music. You can't hear the sounds of everyday

life because you are so wrapped up in yourself

that nothing not directly related to you is caught
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by your senses. We can tell, however, that a

part of you desires to be free to live a normal

life, a life in which your intellect is not

forever overruling your heart.

You set out to build a wall to protect your

purity, but you have succeeded only in walling

in a pride far worse than any sin beyond your

fortification.

Please listen.

Anonymous

He slipped the note under her windshield wiper, think-

ing she would take the note to be the ravings of a psycho-

path. He could be accused of being a romantic, but that

did not make him crazy.

She can think what she wants, he decided, just so long

as the message sticks with her and grows until she can't

stand to be alone with herself.

He walked to the laundry secure, for the moment, in

his belief that he had resolved the problem of the third

runner-up to Miss America.


